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KENCOLL STAFF
First Row , l e ft to right: Donna Paisley, Hope Arnott, Syrel Soble,
Zeides , Nancy Garnier, Pat Lewis .
Second Row: Marilyn McLerie, Jim
Doug Turner , Margaret Blair.

Graves, Stan

Barbara

Siegne,r,

Lo i s

Blewett,

Third Row: Neil Campbell , Ian Howie, Henry Simola, Mr.
Spurg e on.

Brown ,

John

Lusk ,

Bill

Saville ,

Jim

THE EDITORS SPEAK
John Lusk

Henry Simola

Once again with the coming of Spring the Kencoll comes off the
presses. Each year the Kencoll is awaited eagerly ( or so we hope) by
you, the readers, because it is a magazine of which you are a part. As
you read through its pages you recall the happenings of the year-the
dances, the football, basketball , hockey and soccer games, class parties
and all the other activities of the school year.
We have tried ta 11..ake this, the seventh issue, an even better magazine
than it has been in the years before. A great deal of credit goes to Mr.
Brm,vn who ,,vas our guiding hand; also many thanks go to those who
helped in the sale of advertising, wrote articles, and did co u n t 1 e s s
other jobs.
We hope that those who go through the pages of this magazine will
enjoy reading ,vhat is contained in them.
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STAFF
Front Row, left to right: Miss Hope , Mrs. May, Miss Stewart, Mrs. H a g art y, Mrs. Sil ls, Miss B ond y, M iss Friesen,
Miss V r ooma n, Mi ss McNeil! , Miss McEwan.
Secon d R ow : Miss Dougherty, Mr . Mahon, Mr. Riggs , Mr.
Lidd ell , Mr. Knapp, Mr. Fox, Miss Reeves.

Day,

Mr .

Deagle ,

M r.

U n ger,

M r.

Letourneau,

Mr.

Third ·R ow : Mr . W a rd, Mr . Laframb oi se, Mr. Young , Mr. Ryan , Mr. Gilbert (Principal) , Mr. Chap m an, Mr. Brown,
M,·. Thompson , Mr. Bish op.

Absent: Miss Cuddy, Miss Davis, Miss Noonan , Mr. Walte r .

HIGH SCHOOL CULTURE
"T he term culture refers to the total way of life of any
society." This meaning may be a little different from
the meaning that you usually assign to it. It is not just
playing the piano, or reading a poem or studying Art.
1t has to do with every thing that makes u what we are.
High School students have a cultural pattern that
makes them different from other groups in our society.
T heir learned behaviour and the results of behaviour are
organized into a patterned whole, which has been
modified by th e learning process in s chool.
Behaviour in this sen se includes all the activities of the
individual. Learning and thinking are quite as much
forms of behaviour as walking or dancing or the way
you do your hair.
The r es ults of behaviour include yo ur attitude, valuesyste rns, and knowledge. They are es tablished in you
as a result of your inter-action with your environment
and your consequent learning. They exercise a dir ective
influence on th e develo pment of your behaviour patterns.
\ Vhen you meet a n ew situation, you r eact to it in
term of its present existence, and also in terms of the
attitudes, values, and knowledge which you have acquired
as a result of your past experience. For example, when
_ ou cap1e to our sc hool as a Freshman you were in a
new situation. Mos t of the boys and girls were unknown,
your teach ers ·w er e strangers to you, the school was
bigger than your last one, . and you may have felt that
you were somew hat lost, hut yo u called upon your previous school experiences; you started to do the things yo u
did in the sc hool you last atten ded; you applied your
previous values and knowledge to your new surroundings, and before long felt more at ease. After all, it'

just another s chool. You learned to adjust yourself to
your new experiences.
The environment in which vou develop and function
includes all the physical and- mental aspects of your
sc hool. These aspects may operate either to stimu late
or repress the development of your personality as a High
Schoo l student ,
In High School culture, a student is expected to develop both mentally, morally, and physically. He puts forth
every effort to do so, or he feels that h e i.· out of place
an<l no longer wants to be a member of this society.
Since culture is shared, any item of behaviour which
is pesuliar to a single individual is not included in it. If
a stud ent wears a freakish hat it is not a part of High
School culture, but if this t ype of hat is hared by other
stud ent , before long it becomes 'co llegiate' even though
it is not shared by all.
Cultures change and grow; sorue elements are discard ed and new ones are acquired. Most cultura l patterns
ar e transrnitted from one generation to another and endure far beyond th e life span of any one member of the
ociety. From an individual standpoint, the culture in
which he is reared con titutes his social heredity. It
provides him with a series of adaptations to the environment in which he must live and function.
Real High School culture follows this pattern. It
consists of the sum total of the behaviour of the High
School tudents in so far as it is learned and shared by
them. Each student s hould bear in mind that what he
do es and· bow he acts has an effect on ome other
member of his social group and that the behaviour of
the group forms the pattern of th e culture to wh ich
he belongs.

A. F. S. GILBERT.
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A MESSAGE
FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE
To the Students of the
Honourable W. C. Kennedy Collegiate Institute
During this year many of you will leave !(~nnedy Collegiate, some to go on to further trammg
at University, some to take their places as workino- men and women of our great Dominion. You
wfo become doctor , la,\'yers, engineers, mechanics, teachers, salesmen, housewives, office
manager . Some of you will
work on farms and some will
work in factorie .
Perhaps
some will receive a call to the
highest of all professionspreaching the word of God.
You become the men and
women of Canada and citizens
of a nation with a great past
and an even greater future.
You will have in common one
firm bond.
You will be
Canadians.
You come of age in the most stirring era of
our history. There are great issues in the world
today . Millions of people have died in the _past
six years in order that one fundamental_ 1ss1:1e
mio·ht be resolved: whether men shall live m
ch:ins or whether freedom shall prevail. In that
struggle, you may have lost omeone dear to
you who has fallen in battle somewhere on land
or sea or sky that you might live to inherit the
freedom they fought to preserve.
Canadians have never been afraid of hard
work. This nation in whose destinie you will
have a share was hewn out of the wilderness by
the strong arms and high courage of our pioneers.
Our civilization of a family and hearth, city and
villag·e, factory and farm, was built of men who
met every challenge and overcame very obstacle.
Our forbears knew, as you must know, that
nothing enduring can be achieved except by
study, perserverance and plain hard work.
Be worthy of your estate as Canadians. Take
heart from the unselfish devotion of the generations that secured your free inheritance. Opportunities lie ahead of you perhaps larger than any
generation has known . Meet the challenge of
the future with faith in yourselves and in our
country. In so doing you will be good Canadians
and good citizens of the world .
Paul Martin.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
The success of school teams in inter-collegiate
competition depends in no small way on the
intramural program.
\\ e have carried on the following :
House League Football with almost two hundred boys participating.
House League Basketball with fourteen teams .
Interform Basketball. Every form in the school
entered a team and a complete, extensive chedule
was carried out.
Following the Easter vacation vve shall carry
on with softball, ping pong and tennis.
Next year more activities will be added to our
program.
The success of the intramural program depends
upon the co-operation of the students. They
must have more respon ibility in organizing and
administering t.he program. To facilitate this, I
would suggest that, either the Forum, or the
instructors be empowered to appoint a group of
students who would act as sponsors. These
sponsors could arrange chedules, appoint officials, distribute and be responsible for equipment
an_d look after a few of the many problems which
anse.
The increased respon ibility may give our
students more respect for our equipment and certainly will increase the efficiency of our intramural program.
Mr. M. M. Young.
FORUM
l have before me the task of writing an article
about the Forum. For me the job is a tough one
because I am not only a poor English student but
I cannot make up my mind as to what part of
the Forum's activities to write about.
I could begin by describing the Forum meetings in the library at four p.m. on the first Tuesday of every month. I could describe the cene
of the student sitting around the quare formation of the tables with Mr. Knapp in one corner.
I suppose I could tell of the activities of this
year's Forum Executive, but then no student
would be interested in the fact that ,, e added a
three hundred dollar Victory Bond to the chool
scholarship fund to increase the amount in bonds
to thirteen hundred dollar . I could tell that the
Forum buys the uniforms for the school teams
and that they ponsor the organized sports. I
could tell about those lovely dance and the numerous after-four dance ~ or l could describe the
school-spirit campaign, the wonderful work done
in the salvage drive, the activities of our chool
clubs, or even this Kencoll, but then we all know
about these.
-
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I could write on _what I thought was wrong
with our Forum but then I personally think that
it is as good as it can possibly be. Immediately
comes the reply that nothing is ever perfect so
I, to avoid any disagreement, avoid the subject.
Why, someone suggested, don't you answer
some of the criticisms about the Forum? I reply
that I attempted to answer them in last autumn's
Keyhole and that most of those who criticize the
Forum, would not be satisfied if I used two or
three Kencolls trying to answer them.
One thing that I could tell the students is that
anyone can be nominated for the Forum Executive elections by having ten students sign a
petition.
If I don't write on any of these topics then I
think I am stuck. But, why bother to write an
article, for, after the students have counted the
number of times their name and picture appear in
this magazine they will close it without even
glancing at all this pen scratching.
Bill Saville.

SCHOOL SPIRIT
In every school, an enthusiasm to cheer at
each sporting event, whether a football game, or
a basketball game, flows through the veins of
every student. This flO\"' of warm blood is sometimes called School Spirit. Truly this School
Spirit is most evident in the cheering at games
but it does not begin or end there. School Spirit
should be cultivated in the class room, in the
halls and in any extra-curricular activities. You
may not believ"'e that school spirit can be cuitivated in the. class room, but it is there where
school pirit takes its shape in its infancy. This
may sound strange to you but it is very true.
There are students who do not pay attention in
class, this attitude shows disrespect for the
teacher, who is striving to keep up the standard of
the school in his or her subject. This disrespect
is a definite lack of school spirit and if the student
does not try by himself to remedy this disrespect,
it will remain with him through life . Also in
the halls, some students show a lack of School
Spirit. Perhaps you have noticed how much
faster you get to the class room since the lines
have become orderly and uniform. Guests. in
the school have remarked on the marvellous
appearance of the lines, and those students who
get out of line, give the school a bad appearance.
This attitude in the halls shows disrespect for
the school in general.
Now that attitude during school hours has been
shown in brief, the attitude out of school must
be touched·. Much comment has been raised
about the behaviour of our students on buses and
in other public places. Many students believe
this public "bombshell" very unjust and so it
was, but again disrespect enters the picture. This
fact can not be hidden, it is evident wherever
school spirit is lacking.
Every one knows that our football team this
year was not very successful.
ow that you
have stopped laughing I will continue. At the

~

close of the season comments were raised to the
extent that some students believed that they did
not need to cheer when the team lost all the
time. Those are the students who should be on
the field, playing as hard as our football team
did. Each man on the team wanted to win for
the school and fought hard-this was true school
spirit. You do not see the students who refuse
to cheer crying after a hard fought game has
been lost, but you do ~ee some member of the
football team with tears in their eyes. They
know that the honour of Kennedy has been
stained and they feel badly about it. This was
true school spirit. All of these fellow , after
losing a game, felt down hearted, naturally, but
in the next game the spirit was back and the old
fight was there.
The Forum became alarmed at this great lack
of school spirit among the students and a meeting
was, sponsored by them. This meeting was held
in order to find out if there were any students
with school spirit. Mr. Bishop and the Forum
members were pleased with the result. A large.
body turned up and the body elected the cheer
leaders. Every one knows what marvellou jobs
were done by Jack Ryan,, Beverly Smith, Bill
Lewis, Jo-Anne Beger, Jim (Finley) Srn.ith and
Zelma Vandelinder under ir. Bishop's direction.
Also every one knows how much the new cheers
(smuggled in from Ottawa) helped our school
spirit.
During the basketball season our cheer leaders
and their supporters spurred on our basketball
teams to their three play-off berths. As was
stated before the teams had the spirit to win, and
with that extra aid in spirit from the crowd, they
went on to win. The success of our basketball
teams will be discussed in another article, but
you may be sure that much of their success was
due to the spirit shown by the student body. At
every game a capacity crowd was on hand; this
large attendance was largely due to the peprallies held on Friday mornings presided over by
the cheer leaders . Many students after being
·warmed up by these rallies went out and bought
tickets after they had decided not to go . These
rallies were carried on further and a tea dance"The School Spirit Stomp" v.ras held .
ext year some of our present Cheer Leaders
will be back and already plans are being laid for
next year's cheering at football and basketball
games. These people are trying hard to build up
Kennedy's Spirit. Try to help them out please.
Jim Spurgeon.

THIRD CURVE
That extra curve belovv the knee
Is but a sign · of anticus tibalee;
That little line that all girls yen,
Is only developed by chasing men ;
But, when we looked it up we found
It's walking barefoot on the ground
That does the trick to you or me;
It doesn't show your soul, Aw gee.
B. F.
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.·-----------------The Editors wish to thank Miss Bondy for her assistance with the Short Story Section.

HELL
"John Cameran is a doomed man. Melodramatic but true."
Cameran heard these words vaguely through
the anaesthetic. As he struggled to tell the doctor ,,
how silly this was he heard other words .
"Adrenalin ... heart pump ... no pulse ... no
breathing ... well, that's all."
With a start John Cameran noticed that the
nurse was pulling the sheet over his head. He
was dead!
But this was impossible! He could hear, see,
speak-no, he couldn't speak. That was when
he realized he was dead. He could hear himself
but he knew that his lips weren't moving. He
screamed but the doctor didn't even turn around.
Then things blurred. He remembered bits and
pieces. How the undertakers seemed so efficient
but indifferent. How his wife leaned over hi
coffin and murmurd, "Doesn't he look so peaceful?" How he kept telling himself, "It's a dream,
it's a dream, it's a dream ... "
Finally the time he dreaded arrived. The coffin
was sealed and lowered into the grave . Everything went black.
Satan's Visit
The next thing he remembered was finding
himself above ground. How he got there, what
he was, he doesn't know. He doesn't know where
the stranger came from either. One minute
Cameran was alone, the next, a tall, suave, evening clothed man, like a picture of Satan, was
handing him a card with one word engraved
heavily in red-M e phis top he 1 e s.
"This must be a joke", Cameran aid aloud.
"The devil wouldn't look like a refuge from a
fancy-dress ball."
"Would you rather I looked like this." With
these words there appeared before Cameran a
composite of all the nightmarish, loathsome
things he had ever seen, read or dreamed. He
was almost jibbering when the devil reappeared
in a more normal shape.
"Does that convince you?"
"Yes. What do you want with me?"
"I.
othing. I will leave you to yourself.
You will drift from place to place seeing other
enjoy themselves. You will want to see them
but you will only be able to remain for a fleeting
time. You will move aimlessly, lonely through
all eternity. To you a second will seem infinity
and infinity a second. Our conversation will be
the last you will ever hold. Good-bye."
"No, no, don't leave me, don't, don't. \,Vhat,
where am I? Oh, merciful Fate, it was a dream."

Yes, John Cameran you were dreaming on
your hospital bed. You are happy. You do not
know that in an hour a doctor will be saying,
''John Cameran is a doomed man. Melodramatic
but true."
Ken Smookler.

THE ABANDONED PICNIC
It is fascinating to be with Marcia, for she is
exceedingly observant and thus find much out
of the ordinary in commonplace everyday life.
One June day we had driven about thirty miles
1Iarcia is a confirmed lover of
into the country.
landscape: trees, clouds, and rolling hills. In
order to point out the beauty of a particular view,
I had stopped the car in the road at the side of
a large meadow, when my companion directed
my attention some fifty yards up the roadside to
something which I had not observed.
A white linen tablecloth was spread und er the
largest of the few trees in the meadow, perhaps
fifty yards in from the road. It was spread for
a picnic; the silverware glistened in the sunlight
which filtered through the leaves. It certainly
was a picnic, but an abandoned picnic. Not a
human being was in sight, and there was no
place within a quarter of a mile where anyone
could be concealed.
"What a strange sight!" I said, "Where are
the people?" Our curiosity aroused, we left the
car and walked oyer the meadow to the spot.
The spread cloth was of a fine quality. Three
places had been set and a most tempting meal
had been prepared. The china and other picnic
paraphernalia were neatly arranged.
It flashed through my mind that there had
been a party of people frightened off by a bull,
or perhaps even an innocent grazing cow. I outlined my theory to Marcia. But she disagreed
with me.
"It could hardly have been that!" she said.
"There is no one in sight, and if they had run ot
their car to escape the bull, they probably would
have returned by now to pick up the valuable
silverware."
It struck us both that it would be a good idea
to sit down and wait, and for five minutes we did
so, expecting at any moment to see the picnickers
approaching across the meadow . As they did not
appear, we decided to look into the matter more
closely.
We. noticed that about twenty feet from the
cloth, a small camp fire had been burning. A
few charred sticks were still smoking.
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At two of the three places around the cloth,
cups for coffee had been placed; but none of the
coffee had been poured from a large thermos
bottle. At each of these places was al o a half
grapefruit, partially consumed. At the third
place tood a glass of milk, untouched. A loaf
of bread, sliced, but still complete and unbuttered,
rested on a large plate in the centre. Beside it
was a bottle of olives and a bowl half full of
chicken salad. The plate at two of the places
bore equal portions of the salad partly eaten,
while there was a smaller portion at the third
place, where stood the glass of milk. There was
also an unopened box of crackers, two opened
tins of sardines, and an opened jar of marmalade.
A nd at one corner of the cloth was a small plate,
which from traces left on its surface, had evidently contained a quantity of butter.
"Marcia", I said, "Now I have a chance to see
yo u in action. Why was the picnic abandoned?
\,Vho composed this party? I give it up ."
"But it is so simple," replied Marcia, "The
answers are upon the spread cloth. Surely, you
can see that." But I couldn't, and Marcia looked
at me, pityingly, and explained"The party was composed of two adults and
one child, because there is milk at one place instead of coffee, and also a smaller portion of food .
Now, the picnickers abandoned their picnic beea use one of their party was severely burned,
soon after they had begun their eating. This

seems the only logical conclusion as the butter
is missing, and the loaf of bread is complete and
unbuttered. Therefore the butter must have been
us ed upon the burn, as a remedy. As some of
the food set at two places has been partially
eaten, while that at the child's is untouched, it
must have been the child ,vho was burned. He
was probably reluctant to come and eat, loitered
at ome distance from the party. He probably
approached the fire, and, in playing with it,
burned himself. The hurried departure of the
picnickers, without attempting to gather their
valuable equipment, indicates that the burn wa
a serious one, and the party hurried the child to
the nearest doctor."
\iVhen Marcia finished her explanation, I was
speechless and looked at her with respect and a
little awe. After I had regained some of my
normal attitude, I ventured to s uggest that we
rettrrn home . We did so, without learning anything in confirmation of Marcia's theory. But
the next morning, Marcia pointed out to me the
following item in "The ·W indsor Daily Star":
"James Green, five-year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Green of Windsor, wa severely
burned about the neck and sho ulder yesterday
when he tripped and fell into a camp fire, near
Kingsville. He is recovering at the Metropolitan
Hospital."
Harriet Ezra.

]Itrtnrht (!lnllrgr
in the

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Founded by Royal Charter in 1836 "for the generai education of youth
in the various branches of Literature and Science on Christian Principles."

As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of Arts of the University of Toronto,
\ ictoria College enrols students in all cour .,es leading to the degree of Bachelor of
Arts and Bachelor of Comn~erce and prep 1ratory to admission to the school of Graduate Studies, Divinity, Education, Law an:i Social Work.

!

In the Annesley Hall Women'

Ii

0

i

Residence:; and Wymilwood, accommodation is available for women students of V ictoria Colleg·e. In the Victoria College Residences
accommodation i available for men tudents of the College.

!

For full information, including calendars and bulletins,
apply to the Registrar, Victoria College, Toronto.
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September 27, 1945
DEAR DIARY ·:
The social season of Kennedy began to-night
when the Grade 13 girls gave a party for the first
, fo rm girls. lt was a huge succes . Many games
were played after ',;\,' hich refre:: hments consisting
of frost-bites and cake were erved and school
songs were ung.
This is a w onderful way of m aking fir st fo rmers welcome to the school. H ere's hoping these
parties become annual and t hat the fifth fo rm
boys will do the same next year fo r the new
ninth g rade boys!
October 31, 1945
DEAR DIARY:
Guarding t h e entrance to the boys' half of the
gym were two bundles of corn talks and on the
walls were rnlid co loured orange and black
witches and cats which reminded the students
of Kennedy to-day, that it ·w as Hallowe'en.
Ghosts, goblins, and all things eerie would be
roaming the streets to-night but no one eemed
to worry. Tho e attending the first tea dance
of the season , the "Witch's Whirl", danced, to
the strains of Harry James' and Tommy Dorsey's
music, gaily around an extra large bundle of
autu mn cornstalks in the centre of the floor.
During the afternoon, both an elimination and
a spot dance were held at which two surprised
couples received, one, a small pumpkin, and the
other two lollypops .
Many thirsty dancers gathered around the
coke-stand just outside the door and when six
o'clock ro lled around, the student departed ready
and waiting for the forthcoming Commencement
Dance.

COM MEN CE MENT DANCE
December 14, 1945
DEAR DIARY:
T o-night it seemed that old Santa Claus had
come to Kennedy ten days earlier than usual.
The annual Commencement Dance was held at
the school, and as I walked into the gymnasium
the green and white decorations everywhere and
the silvered evergreens glittering with their varicoloured lights ( one in the centre and one on each
side of the platform) provided a perfect "The
night before Christmas" setting.
From the festive bandstand came the orchestra' gay music that set the feet of the girls and
boys gliding across the floor under the swaying
overhead streamers.
Lending their patronage were Mr. A. F. S.
Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. G. A . Chapman, Mr. and
Mrs . H . L. Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. F . M . Peteron, Mr. and Mrs . F. Vvr_ Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Lowden, Mr. and Mrs. H . Riggs, Mr. and Mrs.
M . E. Thomson, and Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Ward.
January 31, 1946
DEAR DIARY:
The beat of a drum and a twisting, turning
snake-dance w inding it way down the halls of
Kennedy began the "School Spirit Stomp" today. Upon reaching the gym, the cheer leaders
started a rousing pep rally with snappy, lively
cheer and the dance commenced in fine order.
The admission was our forum card and crowds
jammed the floor . Many of the student became
better acquainted with each other when a merry
"Paul Jones" _w as held. This dance certainly
boosted Kennedy's school spirit from a low ebb
to bur ting school support.
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February 14, 1946
DEAR DIARY:
To-day is Valentine's Day and the Social Committee presented another tea dance in the form
of the "Cupid's Caper". Although the attendance
was somewhat smaller than usual, many enjoyed
dancing to the music of Glenn Miller, Woody
Herman, and other renowned orchestra leaders,
which floated down from the victrola in the
balcony.
A ;:,o-reat deal of "coke" was sold but in spite of
. ✓
this there were several cases left over. It 1s
beli~ved, though, that this will be sold on Friday
night at the basketball game.

K-HOP
March 8, 1946
DEAR DIARY:
To-night will long be remembered by both the
teachers and the students of Kennedy Collegiate
for the largest dance the school has ever held, the
annual "K-Hop", which was staged by this year's
Social Committee. It was a roundabout as usual
and nearly one thousand girls and boys attended.
Lending a modernistic note to the decorations
was a three-dimensional mirrored "K" made by
our good friend, Tommy Gordon. Fastened above
the regular twirling globe, it received the attention and admiration of all.
From the "K" were hung vari-coloured balloons which matched the clusters of balloons
next to the large green "K's" on the basketball
blackboards.
The green and white streamers
overhead and the green and white fan behind the
orchestra reminded the dancers · that soon St.
Patrick's Day would be here.
Lending their patronage to the gala affair were
Mr. A. F. S. Gilb ert, Mr. and Mrs . W. M. Ryan,
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Bro,.;vn, Mr and Mrs. E. W.
Fox, Mr. and Mrs . Jerome Lowden, Mr. and Mrs .
D. Mahon, Mr. and Mrs . P. P. McCallum, Miss
Aileen Noonan, Mr. and Mrs . H. J. Riggs, and
M iss Grace Stewart.
Among the dancing throng were seen Patricia
Hemple and Brian Hami lton, Shirley Buttery
and Dick Price, Joan Dell with Bob Clark, Marie
Cassidy and Walter Prince, Mary-Lou Yenney
who brought Chuck McIntosh, Juau Pollock and
Brvson Farril, Barbara LaFleur who dated Ken
Taylor, Lois Greaves with Jack Soper, Zelma
Vandelinder who dated Jim Thompson, and
many others.
Early in the evening, before the dance, there
were a number of "K - Hop coketail" parties held
in several homes throughout he city. Some of
the groups gathered at the homes of Joanne Beger, Erma Hill, Joan Mollard , and Catherine
Symonds and afterwards at the homes of Rosemary Johnstone and Frank Bower.
It can truly be said that Kennedy has never
had a more successful dance.

To Tommy Gordon, our thanks and appreciation for his beautiful "K" which he made especially for the "K-Hop" and for his generous help
at all the dances, which was so gratefully
welcomed .
Those on the Social Committee who helped
make this year's social affairs successful are:
Betty Peterson, Beverly Smith, Joanne Beger,
Joan Dell, Joyce Fenn , Patricia Lewis, Donna
Paisley, Sylvia Potter, Bob Buckner, Bob Hladki,
John Lusk, Jack Ryan, Bill Saville, Jim Spurgeon
and Barry Strickland.
BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager .............................. Stan Oleksiuk
Assistant Business Manager. ..... Marilyn McLerie
Salesmen :-Joan Warwick, Joan O'Flanagan,
Harry Lutvak, Katherine Daniels, John Fejes,
Lois McLerie, Rose Taub, Jacqueline Eagen,
Arthur Hagman, Jack Wright, Jim Angelakos.
We wish to thank our advertisers.
Please patronize them.
MY DAD
A little man so plump and gay
Ne'er says a word till near end of day
Thinks naughty children not too bad
I'll love him alwaysA. S.

··---------····----·

$3,500.00
IN

SCHOLARSHIPS

To assist girls· in preparing for work of National importance, A lma College is offering
scholarships amounting to $3,500.00, for
training in-

NURSING
BUSINESS
DIATETICS
and, in addition, ten
students-help bursaries.
-0-----

ALMA COLLEGE
Founded 1877

ST. THOMAS , ONT.
Principal: Rev. P. S. Dobson, M.A., D.D.

A RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
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SALVAGE

_j

s=

WHERE'S TOMMY GORDON?

This year our school set a1~other record in the
field of salvaging. The drive was conducted
during the last three weeks of February and
netted fifty-four tons of salvage. Last year about
sixty-five tons of waste paper were collected
over a period of two months.
With various prizes as incentives, the classes
worked hard -and the competition was extremely
keen. Classes 13-A and 11-A were eventually
declared co-winners of the contest with six tons
of salvage apiece. Thirteen classes reached the
req uired quota of five thousand pounds each and
13-A, 11-A, 10-B and 9-E v, ere the winners of
their various divisions.
Those classes that reached t11eir quotas received theatre tickets , and a party was held in
the gym for the four classes who headed their
divisions .
The movie projector to be bought with the
money is on the way.
The classes are to be congratulated on their
fine showing and the whole school owes a wholehearted vote of thanks to Tommy Gordon who
weighed the fifty-four tons-seventy-five pounds
at a time-and who looked after the whole
campaign.
Bill Saville.
First Farmer: "Potato bugs ate my whole crop
in ten days."
Second Farmer: "They ate mine in hvo days
and then roosted in the trees to see if I "' ould
plant some more."
Seed Merc hant: "Thats nothing. Right now
there' one over ther e going through my books
to see who has ordered seed for next spring."

KENNEDY ALUMNI
The happiest days in the life of any individual,
ith few exceptions, are those spent in school.
Many. a graduate looks back on the days spent in
the halls of Kennedy Collegiate and wishes he
could reclaim them.
Many students are curious to know about the
Alumni and this column is written especially for
them. It is by no means complete, for, if it were,
it might tend to read like "Who's Who".
'-A ith the cessation of hostilities came the immediate discharge of many A lumni from the services and a number of these found their way to
Assumption College. These include: Al J acknow,
John Steer, Ted Back, Americo Sovran, Fred
Forester, Eric Tanner and Ken Jacobs. From
last year's graduating class Assumption has
accepted Lyle Warwick and Grant Farrill.
N,ancy Wilson, Mary MacDonald, Doris Newell, Dawn Farrill, Reg Rutherford, Rod Ross are
at Varsity.
Iris Burnham, Mike Yuhasz, Bob Phibbs,
George Savatsky, Francis Little, Jerry Taylor,
Murray O'Neil are at Western.
Gino Sovran and I;"'red Huckaluk are at the
University of Detroit.
Olly Prymak is at the University of Michigan.
Serving their apprenticeship in Pharmacy at
local drug stores are Anne Schulde, Jack Cates,
Wynn Jewman.
Numerous Kennedy grads are in the nursing
profession among whom are numbered Gladys
Sutton, Betty Long, Joyce Stone, Elaine Lucas.
Marion Chick, Beverly Gould, and Beverly Ford.
A prospective teacher, now at Normal School,
is Virginia Holden.
Queen's University numb ers among its students the following: Bill Vallance, Dick Neal: Bob
Forrest, Bob Crompton, John Jones, E lso Shincariol.
Jack Wheel ton and Keith McKewan are planning to enter Osgoode Hall, Toronto, in the Fall.
Bob Gallen, ed Carrington, "Dink" MacIntyre,
Bob Thompson , Walter Zybura are working.
.Tack Kelly is at "Cram School."
VI

Ken Jacobs, '43.

·--------------~··············••t
COMPLIME TS
OF

BERRY BROTHERS
PAINTS AND VARNISHES

----+-
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i(ruurhy '4fi ~rahs
MR. KNAPP, 13B

MR. FOX, 13A

Winnie Marguerite Leal
A: Photogenic
F. S.: I hate being called Red!
W: Mammals
1956: Many men ... still!
Acts: Prefect

William Harold Saville
A : L ike a Fu ll er brush
F. S .: That's wrong
W : Leamington Dock
1956 : Freshman at 30
Acts : Football (Cap t. ), Forum (Pres ).
Keyho le, Kencoll

Julius Aloysius Gladys
A: Loverboy
F. S.: Hi, Jack
W : Girls' gym suits
1956: Foundry
Acts: Football, Soccer,
Prefect

Shirley Ellen Isobel Purdon
A: Shy
F. S.: Why?
W: A rm y Post Canteens
1956: T hat wo uld be telling
Ac ts: Prefect, Chewing gum

Basketball,

Evelyn Mary Humphries
A: Pixie
F . S.: Another letter from Skinny
W: Winnie and Skinny
1956: Hash Slinger
Acts : Prefect, Fiddle scraping

Douglas Owen Turner
A: Hubba! Hubba!
F. S. : Watch it, eh!
W. Feet
1956: Peroxide Salesman
Acts : Socc~r, Forum, Literary Society,
Track, Prefect, Kencoll

Murray Gordon Hofstetter
A: Suave
F. S.: I hope I haven't missed that bus
W: Posterior (from riding)
1956: Hofstetter's cab service
Acts: Riding bus to and from Puce

Shirley Jean Mary Joan Knox
A: Heureuse
F. S. : You' r e so obtuse
P. P.: D iets
1956: Skeleton
Acts: Prefect and Eating

Madelaine Bear
A : Happy-go-lucky
F . S.: Oh, Shirley!
W: _Her wolf-cubs
1956: Boy Scouts
Acts: Prefect

Anthony William Moscal
A: Diplomatic
F. S. : You know what you can do!
W: Perfume
1956: Inside man at skunk works
Acts: Band Major, Prefect

Peter Cornelius Boyer
A : Shady
F. S. : My idea is thatW: To write R.M .H.'s Column
1956: Boyer's Constitutional Encyclopedia
Acts : Prefect, Walking

Norma Eileen Burns
A: Bewildered
F. S.: Is he ever nice!
W : Brush cuts
1956: Collecting diamonds
Acts: That's her business

KEY- A: APPEARANCE; F. S.: FAVOURITE SAYING; W: WEAKNESS OR DESIRE;
1956: 10 YEARS IN THE; FUTURE ; ACTS: ACTIVITIES; P . P.: PET PEEVE; N: NICKNAM _E.
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if(runrhy ,46 ~rahn
Rosemary Elaine Heath
A: Mmmm!
F . S.: Just you wait and see!
P. P.: Housekeeping in a Kentucky
cave
1956: Yokahoma mama
Acts : Prefect, VV riting letters

Edith "I haven't any" Stenman
A: Powers model
F. S.: Oh, M r. Fox, you're o cute!
P. P.: Harold "Pass ion Flower "
Meneghini
1956: '-' till developing in a dark room
Acts : Prefect, Track

Edward James Blair
A : Sleepy
F . S.: What a woman!
W : Be sie
1956 : M inding children
Act s : Football, Hockey

Maurice Svante Heino

John Anthony Lusk, Jr.
A : Studious
F. S. : Till on burg Rah ! Rah ! Rah !
W: A r g uin g
1956: But judgeActs : Soccer, Social, Keyhole and Kencoll E ditor, Prefect

Joanne Jane Ruttle
A: Ever nice!
F. . : You banana!
W: Crackers and cheese
1956: Doug and family o n crackers :111cl
cheese
Acts : Prefect, Piano

Nastasia Stasie Sitar
A: Alluring
F. S.: Oh! Do you?
P. P.: Climbing stairs
1956 : Elevator Operator
Ac ts: Head Prefect, Volley ball

: C::o round, so firm, o fu lly packed
F. S.: Hello d'ere
W . A lgeb ra
1956 : Ei nstein's Ass i tant
Acts: P r efect

Cecil Thomas Ledgley
A : Lean
F . . : Can't I get back in the band?
'vV: Keepirig hands in pocket
1956: Ledgley's Pool Hall
Acts: Hockey, Soccer, Prefect

Lawrence Franklin Hicks
A: Puny
F. S.: Ju s t one Willa!
W: A soda jerk from Riverside
1956 : Best's Pharmacy
Acts : Hockey, P r efect

Beverly Alice Smith
A : Dark eyes
F. S.: This sme lls lik e the hospital
W : M u shroom. andwiches
1956: Holding ha nd s and taking temps.
Act : Fo rum, Prefect, Cheerleader

Charlotte Christine Peterson
A: Tre Jolie
F . S.: John knows
v\ : Clas party
1956 : Olympic Games
Acts : Prefect, Swimming

John Leo Vernon Ryan
A : Aesthe tic
F. S.: You know
W: Gabbing
1956: Wedding
Act·: Forum, P r efect, Social, Clic.:~-rleader

William Melville Ogle
A: Innocent but ...
F. S.: Leave 'em alone Buckner
W : Sarcastic Hicks
1956: '' oble" ride again
Ac ts: Hockey (Cap t. ), Soccer, Prefect

Bessie Marie Storm
A : Angel ic, butF . S.: "Take off your g lasses !"
P. P .: '40 Ford
1956: M inding Mrs. Blair's g r a n .; ch ildr en
Ac t : Too many to list

KEY-A: APPEARANCE; F. S.: FAVOURITE SAYING; W: WEAKNESS OR DESIRE;
1956: 10 YEARS IN THE FUTURE; ACTS: ACTIVITIES; P. P.: PET PEEVE; N: NICKNAME.
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Jonathan Percival Mortimer
N: Mort
F. S.: You fish!
W: Loud ties
1956: Brother's bat boy
Acts: Basketball, Soccer, Prefect

Everton John Morris
A: Inverted V
F. S.: So sorry
W : A certain ministe r's c!au ~h '. l· !
1956 : Calling Dr. E. J . M or r is
Acts: Breathing

Joan Barbara Pollock
A: Come hither look
F. S.: I think so
P. P.: Those who wear their stockings
inside out
1956: Wearing leg paint inside out
Acts: Prefect, Ken coll

Harold Guy Meneghini
A: Athletic
F. S.: Aw, bug off!
W: Hips
1956: Girdle Salesman
Acts: Soccer, Hockey, Track, Prefect

Robert Peter Hladaki
N: H erman
r . S. : Say boy!
W: Tall blondes
19 56: Saucy little redhead
Acts : Football, Hockey, Social

Frances Elizabeth Anne Souliere
A: Petite
F . S.: I don't think so
W: Class parties
1956: 4'12"
Acts: Joking, Bouncer

Eugene Everett Hardy
A: Placid
W: Women
F. S. : Oh, shucks !
1956: Beauty contest judge!
Acts: Prefect

Josephine La R osa
A: Friendly
F. S.: I don't understand
W: Red curly hair
1956: Buying peroxide from Turner
Acts: Prefect, Attendance

Neil Dugald Campbell
A: Beauty Parlor Red Head
F. S.: Buzz off!
P. P.: Mort's ties
1956 : Manufacturer of "elevator'' :-;hot·s
for women
Acts: Basketball, Keyhole, K<':'ncoll

Rachel Jessie R obertson
'A : Demure
F. S.: Sure!
'vV: Eating chocolate cake
1956: Test tube breaker
Acts: Prefect, Bowling

Pearl Gray Thomson
A : That Florida Tan!
F. S'.: Gee!
W: Ocean bathing
1956: Distance swimmer
Acts: Prefect, Travelling

William L orne Flewelling
A: Muscles
F. S.: When I go to U. of D.
W: Stomach
1956 : Ulcers
A cts: Prefect, Track

John Michael Theil
A: Lazy
F. S.: Don't worry
W: 13A's salvage magazines
1956: Twatsky Trucking
Acts: Football, Head Prefect, Forum

Doris Jean Dell
A: Kittenish
F. S.: Has anybody seen Spurge?
W: Who else?
1956: Everybody knows but Ji111
Acts: Holding hands in the hall

KEY - A: APPEARANCE; F . S.: FAVO U RITE SAYING; W: WEAKNESS OR DESIRE;
1956: 10 YEARS IN THE FUTURE; ACTS: ACTIVITIES; P, P.: PET PEEVE; N: NICKNAME.
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1Kruurhy '46 ~raha
Marion Emeline Grant
A: V ivacious
F. S.: Am I ever hu ngry
P. P.: S he say cars
19 56 : Looki ng for a m illionaire
Acts : Prefects, Horse Back R iding

Bob Leland Peterson
A: Speedy
F . S.: Krupa has nothing on me
\N: D ru ms
1956 : Lela nd's Fas t Re lieving Tonic
Ac t s : P r efect, Chauffeur

Rothmore William James Rowles
A : Mys t eriou s
F. S. : I am no t
W: Hands
1956 : F r ench Compos itions for M r.
K napp
Acts : Hockey, Soccer, Prefect

Audrey Geliotrope Milligan
A: Pensive
F. S. : Don't you dar e
W : To see Maria n's hair long
1956: P utting Petty a nd Varga out of
business
Acts : Prefect, Drawing

Edna Petunia Kashian
A : Pepso dent Smile
F . S.: Spent week end 111 Detroit again
W: Ameri can sailo rs
1956: F irst Lady A dm ira l
Acts:
a val secr et

Peter Oscar Savatsky
A : S hak y
F . S.: I don' t k now
W : Mr. K napp's jok es
1956 : K nows all a nd te lls nothing
Ac ts: P r efect, Softball

Ronald Leonard Marley
A : Per p lexed
F . S . : Acco rd ing t o my th eoryW: Asking q uestions
1956 : Ma rried
Ac ts: P r efect, Foot ball

Margaret Agnes Steele
A : A ngelic
F . S.: P hooey !
W : To fly w ith or w it ho u t ease
1956 : M . A. S t eele, M .D.
Acts: T r ack

Grace Lillian Harris
A: S tarry -eyed
F . S.: Oh, I 'm really scar edW: Pe lee Island
1956: 2-g un Grace
Acts: Hu n ting a n d Fishing

James ~ilbert Graves
A: Executive
F. S.: Hey "Beetle Brains"
W : Mo del A irp la nes
1956 : W ilb ert A ircr aft Inco r pora ted
Acts : Key ho le, Kenco ll, P r efect

William Roy Alexander
A: Chin ky
F. S. : Yo u'r e a h ero !
W : 28 Clark e St., Leamington
1956: Harl em G lo b et rotters
Acts : Football, Soccer, Basket ball,
Prefect
·

Bryson Frederick Farrill
A : F oggy
F. S.: I just m issed h im
W: Keep ing o n a s traight line
1956 : Farrill's W r ecking Service
Acts : Prefect

James Nicholas Soteros
A : Macedo ni c
F . S.: VI ill I t ell them !
P. P . : Dissecti ng frog
1956 : Sot eros th e E quivaco ta r
Acts: Equivocating

Kenneth Day Murdock
A: Could b e
F . S.: I ' ll hit ya !
W: O nezey, t wozey
1956 :Croon er
Ac ts : Sleep ing, qu ib bling

KEY - A : APPEARANCE; F. S.: FAVOURITE SAYING; W: WEAKNESS OR DESIRE;
1956: 10 YEARS IN THE FUTURE; ACTS: ACTIVIT I ES; P. P.: PET PEEVE; N: NICKNAME.
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il(ruurhy '46 ~rahn
Eugenia Jennie Paidowski
A: Cherubic
F. S.: Hi gorgeous!
Vy: O.B.A. Champs
1956: Paidowski's Pharmacy
Acts : Prefect

Carl Cecil Zalev
A: Insane
F . S.: You're just a kid!
W: Hershey bars
1956: Hit tune writer
Acts: Football, Basketball . (Capt. ),
Prefect

Joseph Lucifer Szabo
A: Sinister
F . S.: According to 111.y idea . . .
W: Finding fau lt
1956: Phys ics by J. L. Szabo
Acts: Football, Soccer

Elaine Ellen Blackwell
A : Exotic
F .. S.: Wel l he should listen!
W : Female fum igators
19.56 : Blackwell's Cigar Stores
Acts: Prefect

Floyd Sidney Zalev
Audrey Margaret Humphries
A: Shy
F. S.: Oh, I couldn't!
W : Carrot top
1956 : Raising Carrots
Acts : Prefect, Volleyball

A: Feeb le
F. S.: Let's go!
W: Tapp ing on desks
1956: Sid Zalev and his Jive Five
Acts : Prefect

Edward John Hallewick
N : Stinker
F. S.: I had her in my uncle's car
W: Penny-pinching
1956 : Presid ent of Essex Terminal Ry.
A cts: Football, Being thrown out of
gym

Elizabeth Ingram Peterson
A: Ugh!
F. S.: Hallelujah!
P. P .: S nakes
1956: J upps' snake farm and Dance
.Hall
Acts : Prefect, Forum, Social, Making
Like a Fish

Marguerite Peggy Turton
A : Curvaceous
F . S.: Listen kid !
W: Pipe-organs
1956: Monkey and hand o rgan
Acts : Prefect?

William Sherwood McKay
· A: We don: t know either
F. S.: W hat cha got to drink?
W: Head
1956 50c a throw
Acts : Football, Basketball

Donald Maximillian Switzer

Wilhelmine Marie Best
A: O utdoor g irl
F . S.: You know!
W: Hick's Harmonious Plumbers
1956: P lumb er's Ass istant
Acts: P r efect, G iggling

N : Boogie
F. S.: Shall i phone her?
W : Women
1956 Bus washer
Acts : Prefect

Shirley Evelyn Thompson

William Purser Ruttle

A: Amiable
F. S. : Pass this up to Grace Harris
W : F ine scented soap
1956 : S.M.B. Thompson, M.A ., Ph . D.,
D.M.
Acts: Prefect, Swimming

A: Little Dynamite
F . S. : Walk off!
W: B lair's Driving
1956: Russette's Chicken Colony
Acts : Prefect, Sax.

KEY-A: APPEARANCE; F. S.: FAVOURITE SAYING; W: WEAKNESS OR DESIRE;
1956: 10 YEARS IN THE FUTURE; ACTS: ACTIVITIES; P. P.: PET PEEVE; N: NICKNAME,
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TODAY 1 S BUSINESS
OFFERS
WORTHWHILE POSITIONS
The conversion to peacetime production is on in earnest. The demand for
thoroughly trained office workers is very heavy. Use your collegiate education as a stepping stone to future success.

TRAIN FOR BUSINESS NOW
SAVE TIME
Your training here will enable you to start your business career
sooner. Subjects are limited to those with practical application in
business positions. Students advance at their own pace, by a combination of class and personal instruction.

SAVE MONEY
Because you can qualify for a position more quickly, you save on
tuition and living expenses. You begin earning sooner. Quicker
training and earlier employment may mean an advantage of several
hundred dollars to you in starting your career.

PLACEMENT
We conduct an active and successful Placement Department. Close
contacts with business executives are maintained. Many of them
call us first when positions are open. We are receiving many more
calls for graduates than can be filled.
We shall be glad to tell you how quickly you can thoroughly prepare
for a business position and how our Placement Department can
assist you in making a good start.

WINDSOR BUSINESS CO·LLEGE
R. J. SERVICE, Principal
Giles
and
Parent

PRINCE EDWARD SCHOOL

Phone

(Temporary Location)

3-4921
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Top: Rifle Team; Centre Left:Band; Centre Right:
Cadet N.C.O.'s; Bottom: Cadet Officers.
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THE CADET CORPS
The drums roll, the · bugles sound, and once
again another Kennedy Collegiate Cadet Corps
takes the field under the capable direction of one
of the largest officers' training classes in the history of the school. Over fifty enthusiastic and
military minded students enrolled and drilled
faithfully under the guidance of Mr. Riggs and
Mr. Mahon who were aided by some of the senior
officers from last year's corps.
1946 Personnel
This year's set up is as follows: C.O. Bill
Saville; ZIC. Bob Hladki; Commanders: Jim
Spurgeon, John Lusk, Harry Pickthall and Doug.
Turner; Platoon Commanders: -John Hagman,
Bill Jamieson, Stan Oleksuik, Sidney E isen, Art
Pennington, John Fe jes, Tom Hillis, Teil Camp·
bell, Paul Deneau, Doug. Cock, Jim Graves and
Anthony Mosca!. The signal corps members
have already written their exams, and thanks to
the fine work done by Mr. Liddell and his ass istants Ken Smookler and Jim Tisdale, twentyone out of the twenty-three boys trying the
·g overnment test were successful. It was remarked in the past report on the Cadet Corps
that there was lots of room left for improvement
in the Signal squad. This year we believe there
is very little room left. The band is under the
command of Cadet Lieut. Anthony Mosco! and
Mr. Ward. Practices are being held week nights,
at noons and during cadet periods. By inspection
day we should have a band any school could be
proud to claim.
With inspection day looming ever nearer the
quarter-master corps under the direction of Cadet
Lieut. Jim Graves is busily engaged making our
boys the best dressed cadets in the city.
Last Year's Inspection
Last year's inspection was a failure as far as
going outdoors was concerned. Due to continuous rains there was so much water in the stadium
o~r ~adets wo uld have had to swim by the revi ewmg stand. However, the inspection was
carried on as planned in the gym. In spite of the
fact that the tactics and map reading schemes
had to be abandoned, our boys put on a fine
demon tration. The drums and bugle band put
on a spectacular s how whic h did much to save
the day. The inspecting officer "Major Youno-"
congr~tulated 1~articularly tenor drummers Ji~n
K~eski and Keith Warner on their exceptional
stick work, Warner especially as the head flew
off of his sticks while playing, he carried on as
though nothing had happened with the handle,
even though clouds of blue smoke huno· over his
head, until a r~ew stick was obtained. b The cup
for the best dnlled company went to B company
under the comi:iand of Cadet Major Jim Spurgeon . Yes, the nmth grades won it ao-ain ! Captain
Sainsbury of the Essex Scottish ;resented the
cup and also added a few remarks of his own
about our off~cers _~ho according to his opinion,
were a very mefhc1ent lot. The officers of the

~orps think that these remarks were totally unjust as they worked in confined quarters and
under very trying circum tances, having had no
previous practice except a few black board diagrams. Whether or not Capt. Sainsbury is right
is not ours to decide, but from the looks of this
year's officers' class, we will prove to him that
~is statement was entirely unfounded, by bringmg the name of Kennedy Collegiate ever closer
to the top of the list of outstanding Cadet Corps
of Military District o. 1.
Jim Graves.

THE KENNEDY RIFLE TEAM
. In view of the fact that our rifle team is a very
important part of our cader corps, surprisingly
little attention has been paid to it by the average
student. Perhaps this is because there are no
galleries around the range for spectators, no
cheering section, and very seldom any newspaper
publicity.
All in all, the boys had a very uccessful year.
The first contest was the 0 . R. A. (Ontario Rifle
Association) competit10n.
Our team came
through with an average of 95.5, thereby placinofifth in the province. We can well be proud of
this when we consider that cadets from the whole
province were participating.
In the D. C. R. A. (Dominion of Canada Rifle
Association) competition which came next, each
member of the team was required to fire one
target a month for January, February, and March.
An average of 94.67 was attained. On the Provincial Challenge the boys shot an average of
93.66. As this is being written, the team is fin,ishing the Royal Military College competition.
Wh il e we do not know yet the results of the
latter competition, we nevertheless have every
reason to expect a high standing.
Our Marksmen
Some of the more outstanding mark men who
helped to raise the team's average were B . Farrill,
L . Kuran, B . Ogle, J. Szasz, C. Kemp, and J.
Fraser. The highest average in the different
competitions was obtained by Bry on Farrill.
Good shooting Farrill! Other members of the
team were : J. Fejes, G. White, W. Prince, B.
Pidperyhora, R. Little, J. Taylor, T. Ledgley, L.
Hicks, C. Elford, A. Grundy,
. Spencer, B.
Ruttle, S . Oleksuik, D. Kilpatrick, J. Wright, B.
Lewis, J. Ryan, J. Lusk.
Much of the team's succes is directly due to
Mr. Young's expert coaching and encouragement.
He can never be fully repaid for a great sacrifice;
that is, coming to school a full hour early every
morning Monday through Thursday. (As he
said, Friday morning was "old" man Young'
turn to sleep in.)
The 1945-46 season is over now, and we are all
waiting for the official results. In the meantime
the boys are all hopefully looking forward to an
even more successful season next year.
John Szaz.
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The Editors wish to thank Mrs. Hagarty for her assistance with the Poetry Section.

POETS-PRESENT AND FUTURE
No less than fifty-four students submitted entries in the ·"Poetry Contest."
The subjects ranged from "Our Home Town" to "The Third Curve."
To all >Vho entered their poems go congratulations, but beyond these, it
is hoped that the writers will consider this only a beginning and that better
productions will follow promptly. Canada needs a voice .
"FIRST PRIZE"
MY HOMETOWN
I always think of my hometown,
With a feeling of pleasure and pride
For the friendly people within it
And the beautiful countryside.
I love every road with its turning
Each building and every store, ·
And the faces I see are familiar,
Which makes me love it more.
For the people are kind and so friendly
That no matter where I may be
Although it's the greatest of cities
My hometown is still for me.
Sylvia Swalwell.
"SECOND PRIZE"
THE BROOK
For soon 'twill join the other brooks
Crashing down the mountain,
Leaping in the air,
Surpassing every fountain
Rushing here and there.
With lily-studded brink
E'en the mighty eagle
Must swoop to it to drink.
Gurgling through the meadow
Happy as can be
Bubbling through the sunlit glen,
In their mad dash to the sea.
Jim Moir.

"THIRD PRIZE"
SPRING BIRDS
Bright plumage shines on all the birds
That come back from migration
The Robin Red Breast sings his songThe anthem of their nation.
The Blue-Jay shrieks his mighty call ·
The Sparrow chirps his best;
The tiny Wren is busiest of all
Building his new spring nest.
The cliff is gouged with swallow homes
The air is filled with mirth
The lusty sea-gulls seaward roams
And all is gay on earth.
Marie Shuttleworth.

"HONOURABLE MENTION';
THE EAGLE
A MOONLIGHT IN A WOODLAND
Across
the
azure
sky I fly
Did you ever walk through the- woods at night
On strong and silent wings ;
When the earth is aglow with the moonlight
Below me silver rivers lie,
bright?
Flowing from hidden springs.
The silent footsteps on the sod,
Portrays the beauty made by God.
I wheel, I swoop, I diveA grouse is basking in the sun;
Down below the moonlit sky,
Down-down-my talons clutch,
Magic wonders catch your eye;
A frightened squawk and all is done!
There is where enchanting brooks,
Flow like those in story books.
Aloft I soar to a craggy cliff
That is my nest, my throne;
Reflecting waters, endless streams,
For I am the eagle, shrewd and swift,
Flow forever in your dreams ;
As a king I rule alone.
Twisting, turning, then they bend,
Margaret Raymond 9F.
And bring the woodland to an end.
Don Moxan, lOC.
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FORUM EXECUTIVE
Front Row , left to right: Sylvia Swalwell , Sylvia Potter, Pat Barnum , Doug Tu r ner , Bill Saville , Betty Pe t erso n,
Nancy Garnier, Madeleine Bear, Frances Johnston.
Mid die R ow; Lois Blewett , Ann Rigg s, Beverly Smith, Michael Dietrich , John Theil , Doug Sayers , Norm Walsh ,
D o nna Paisley , Jo-Anne Beger.
Back Row: Mr. Gilbert, Ray Ryan , Ian Howie , Bill Lewis , Jack Sope r, Jim Spurgeon , John Ryan , Mr. Kn a pp.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSIT Y
KINGSTON

ONTARIO

Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841

Situa ted in the oldes t city
about 4,500.

111

DEGREE COURSES
Science.

Art , Commerce, Applied Science, Medicine and

111

O nta ri o; 30 modern buildings;

normal

r egis t ration
u rsing

MATRI CULATI ON PAMPHLET sent on req uest includ es a comp lete list of scholarships and p ri zes a,~rard ed on entra nce and o n U nive rsity wo rk.
Application s r eceiyed up to May 1 for Provincia l Schola rships, valu e $750 to $996
according t o fa culty, payable in fir t three year of Co urse.
J ormally one scholarshi p i award ed in each provin ce each year.
EXTRAMUR AL WORK in A r ts an d Commer ce up to 4 courses yea rly. It is possible
to get a p ass degr ee in A rts or t o complet e t hree year s of an Ho nours Course thro ugh
extram ural a nd Su mmer School study .
Ask for a copy of Q u een 's in pictures .
Ask for a Calendar of any Faculty.
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GIRLS ' SWIMMING TEAM
First Row, left to right: Violet Mack, Betty Jean Reid, Shirley Ledgley, Leona Neville , Ann Mccallum, Mary
Lesperance , Marian Nicholls.
Second Row: Miss Davis (Coach), Dorothy Onttinen, Donna Paisley, Jytte Hansen, Betty Peterson, Arden
Paisley, Sylvia Potter, Mr. Gilbert.
Third Row: Marie Shuttleworth, Sylvia Dubchuck, Wilma Palmer, Joan O'Flanagan, Emma Blair, Nancy Garnier.

Editor
Nancy Gamier
Reporters
Mary Lesperance Rita Welch Ann Mc Callum
SWIMMING
On April 4th the style and diving division of
the school wimming meet was held in the natatorium. Some exceedingly graceful diving was
exhibited by Sylvia Potter who placed first for
the. seniors and Violet Mack for the juniors. In
the style competition, the smooth flowing strokes
of Joan O'Flanagan and Wilma Palmer placed
them first in the senior and junior groups respectively. The exhibition was excellent and all
competitors should be congratulated on their
fine efforts.
The peed and relay section of the school annual meet was held the following afternoon and
the turnout was excellent proving that Kennedy
has a large number of good swimmers. Our little
mermaid, Sylvia Potter, easily took the free-style
and back troke, thus giving her a total of fifteen
points and the senior championship in the school.
In second place was Betty Peterson, who won
the bre;:i.st-stroke and second place in the diving

and free style. Violet Mack and Jytte Hansen
<tied for first place in the junior group with ten
point each. Jy"tte won the back stroke; Emma
Blair placed first · in the breast-stroke and small
· Marion_ icholls took the free-sty le. The winners
in the relays were 9E, lOE and 13B.
The inter-collegiate meet was held on April 12
in the school natatorium . The aquatic representatives from Kennedy were Sylvia Potter, Dorothy
Onttinen, Joan O'Flanagan,
ancy Garnier,
Betty Peterson, Violet Mack, Leona Neville,
Jytte Hansen, Arden Paisley, Emma Blair, Marion Nicholls, Ann McCallum, Marie ·Shuttleworth, June Flavell, Donna Paisley, Sylvia Dubchuk, Betty Jean Reid and Wilma Palmer.
And again for the fourteenth time in fifteen
years the Kennedy Girls' Swimming team won
the W.S.S.A. Championship. Sylvia Potter placed
first in the free-style and Dorothy Onttinen and
Betty Peterson came second in the back-stroke
and breast- ·troke respectively. All four of the
relays came first. For the second time Sylvia
Potter has walked off with the W.S.S .A. Senior
Girls' Championship.
You can alway depend on the Kennedy girls
to maintain the top position in the Ann ual Swimming Competition.
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GIRLS ' BASKETBALL TEAM
Front Row, left to right: Irene Yuhasz , Shirley McIntyre, Sylvia Potter, Syrel Soble , Joyce Michener.
Second Row : Violet Mack , Jeannette Rewakowski , Jun e Flavell , Chris Tomczak , Nancy Garnier , Arden Paisley.
lnse,t: Miss Davis, Coach .

BASKETBALL
The basketball season is over for another year
and although the girls' basketball team wa not
exceptionally successful , some excell ent basketball players were produced. It must be remembered that except for the captain, Sylvia Pot~er,
the remainder of the team have had little or no
experience on the school team. And what is
more important, the girls had not previous'ly
played ·w ith one another and were not acc ustomed to each others p laying tactics. Individualism on a basketball team can never attain v, orthw hile results. Co-operation and co-ordination
are essential and can come only after a great deal
of playing together.
The first o-ame vers us St. Jo eph's was a clean
and extremely slow game and was won quite
easily by the score of twenty-two to nine. The
next game against W a lkerville showed the poorest playing of our team in the whole season.
Walkerville's over-confidence coupled with their
long passes and fast playing had our team almost
at a standstill and the Tartans took the game
very easily with the score of twenty-two to nine.
The third game with Vocational produced much
better team work although they felt the absence
of their captain. For a girl's game it was qu ite
fast but it marked the second loss of the sea on .
The fourth game against Patterson was very
slow. The team eemed unable to get into action
but with Sylvia Potter's baskets the second victory of the team wa gained with the small and

close score of seven to six. In the game with
Sandwich the Spartans were winning throughout
but there were evidence that the team was gaining some of that co-operation mentioned above.
However, it was more visible in the final game
with that same team when our girls held the
Spartans down for the first half. The fact that
the V\ .O.S .S.A. champion hip team ·w as held
that much proves the players such as June
Flavell, Violet Mack, Shirley McIntyre, Jannette
Rewako ki, and Cris Tomczak ~ ill make names
for themselves in the next few years . Sylvia
Potter has already proved her basketball abilities
and the team owes much to the example of spirit
and good sportsmanship set by her.
Next Year
In addition, don't overlook those team members
who, a lthough they did not play a great deal this
year, will make up your future team. They are
Arden Paisley, Syrel Soble, Irene Yuhasz and
Joyce Michner. Lois Blewett who attended all
the basketball practices, shows promise also, and
may even surpass her sister. Miss Davis' coaching, like all of her undertaking , can be criticized
in no way but definitely praised for the patience
she showed and the knmi\rledge which she passed
on.
The team was composed of Sylvia Potter,
Violet Mack, Shirley 1cintyre, June Flavell,
Jannette Rewakoski, Chris Tomczak, Arden
Paisley, Syrel Sob le, Josie LaRosa, Irene Yu hasz,
Joyce Michner and Nancy Garnier.
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TRACK
With the fine Spring weather, came track practice for the girls and Miss Davis was very quick
to take advantage of it. Approximately forty
girls turned out to compete for the track team and
about seventy-five percent of these were made
up of the lower school. Before going out on the
track, the girls were put through a series of exercises, especially designed to limber them up,
by Miss Davis. Competition will no doubt . be
keen in the Junior and Intermediate events but ,
there are only three Senior contestants so far.
Practice right on the track commenced April 16.
Exercises have been going on continuously for
about three weeks. The inter-school track meet
is being held May 8 and Kennedy's track experts
will then come to light.

Jeanne Mance Nurses' Residence of
Hotel-Dieu Hospital, Windsor, Ont.
JEANNE MANCE
Jeanne Mance was born in 1606 at Nogent-le-Roi,
France, and died on June 17th, 1673. This glorious
servant of God was a member of the group which,
under Maisonneuve, arrived at Montreal (then
Ville-Marie) on May 17th, 1642, where she founded
the first hospital which developed into the spacious
Hotel-Dieu of today. In 1659, Jeanne Mance
brought with her to Canada three Sisters of the
Hotel-Dieu of LaFleche in Anjou, and turned her
hospital over to them. When she died, Jeanne
Mance also bequeathed to them her shining example of zeal, charity and devotedness. From the
Hotel-Dieu in Montreal in 1888, five sisters came
to Windsor and founded a Hotel-Dieu in this city.
The Hospital prospered and, in 1911, the first
group of lay nurses received their diplomas as
graduates of the institution. To Jeanne Mance,
glorious heroine and First Lay Nurse of North
America, this new Nurses' Residence is dedicated,
the first of its kind to be erected in our city, and
over its Main Entrance you will find engraved in
stone the name of this brave maiden, known in her
days as the "Angel of the Colony."
A.M.D.G.
Any student desiring information for entering
nursing at Hotel Dieu should seek a personal
interview with the Superintendent of Nurses at
the Hospital.
ext term start in September.

PUBLIC SPEAKERS
Bob Kovinsky, Hope Arnott, Luana Louch, Igor Kaplan.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

In the field of public speaking, 1946 has been
one of the most successful years in the history
of Kennedy . Our orators succeeded in capturing
for our trophy cases, three out of a possible four
of the W.S .S.A. public speaking shields; and ran
a very close second in the remaining event. Luana
Louch placed first in the Junior Girls event with
her speech on Major Tilston, V.C., while Igor
Kaplan carried the Kennedy standard to victory
by speaking on "I am a Canadian". Bob Kovinsky placed second in the senior boys' competition.
Without a doubt the most outstanding Kennedy public speaker of the year is Hope Arnott
who chose as her topic "Town Planning". Hope
succeeded not only in winning the W .S.S.A.
Senior Girls' division crown, but also the Western Ontario Secondary School Association first ·
place medal. Igor Kaplan and Luana Louch did
not do quite as well as their W.S.S.A. attempts.
Igor captured a close second while Luana was
less fortunate and placed fourth.
However, winning is not the only goal to be
attained by public speaking, its greatest assets
are rewards which cannot be presented by judges
-the ability to address one's fellow men, the
ability to express one's thoughts inte11igently
and coherently and the ability to enjoy the use
of this priceless gift. These are the greatest
rewards.
Jim Graves.
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TEACHERS' BOWLING

PARENTS' NIGHT

After a lapse of several years the W incisor
Teachers' Bowling Club was re-organized last
fall with Mr. Culbert (Patterson C. I.) President;
Mr. Bishop (Kennedy C. I.) Secretary; and Mr.
Keane (Begley P . S.) Treasurer. Twelve of
Kennedy's men were regular bowlers in the tenteam league with Mr. Letourneau captain of the
Pop Eyes and Mr. Liddell at the helm of the
Hai rle~s J oes.
The last day of the 81 game schedule saw the
two top teams Wimpies and Plush Bottoms
matched and two points apart. In spite of some
terrific bowling by Mr. Lowden of the Plush Bottoms, the better-balanced \i\!impies took two of
the three games and the league championship.
Among the prize-winners feted at the closing
banquet 'Nere Mr. Unger of the Wimpies, Mr.
Mahon with the best average of 1945, Mr. Bishop,
runner up in the individual average and Mr.
Fletcher (who supplied at Kennedy last year)
with the high triple of 792.
One of the high-lights of the season was the
match against the W. D . Lowe Vocational School
teachers. Both Mr. Walter and Mr. Brown
Lowled well over their average and helped their
club pin a 7-5 defeat on the opponents.
Mr. A. A. Bishop.

On the night of February 26, 1946, Parents'
Night was held at Kennedy Collegiate. All
parents were invited and many were present.
The students and teachers put on an excellent
program which consisted of shooting on the
range, a swimming display, and school films were
shown in the gym . Typists were at work in
room 303 and a Photography room was in action.
During the earlier part of the evening the parents
were free to speak to each teacher and hear the
opinion (good or bad) of their children. This
parents' night is an excellent plan which enables
parents to become acquainted with the teachers
and the atmosphere under which their children
are being educated.
The night was one of the most successful m
many years.
Rita Mather

*
* *
Our own little sheep in wolf's clothing, Rino
Sovran, is still howling his favourite theme of
"Hey! Jo wait for me!"

*

*

*

1st Former : "Are people drowned m the pool
very often?"
Bob Buckner: "No, only once."

. .. - ... ,

IN WINDSOR

. IT'S

,b

THE STORE WITH THE
YOUNG POINT OF VIEW
---4-

The C~ H. SMITH Colllpany Liinited

i
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THE KENNEDY COLLEGIATE
LITERARY SOCIETY
The first organized meeting of the Kennedy
Collegiate Literary Society was held on ov. 23,
1931 and on that day Eleanor Maguire was
elected the first president. During that year the
meetings were attended by a great number of
students . The School Orchestra played for the
members and a most enjoyable time was had
by all.
_
Now the Literary Society has changed its programme and by kind permission of Mr. Gilbert
every two weeks the Society or some class puts
on a twenty-five minute programme in the
assembley. This year with Doug Turner a
President, Marion Grant as Secretary, and JoAnne Beger as Convenor, the Society presented
two programmes and one play. The first programme was presented to the students on Wednesday, November 7 with Doug Turner in charge.
First, Kay Howard sang "If I Loved You" followed by a tap selection by Gloria Forrest to the
tune "Tea For Two" . A rendition of "Through
The Years" by Charlotte Storm followed . Tne
whole assembly then joined in the singing of
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp". The programme was
resumed with a talk by Igor Kaplan on his trip
from Lithuania through Rusc;;ia, Ja pan and Canada . 'i'he programme closed with a minuet by
Jo-Anne Ruttle followed by "God Save the King".
A few weeks later, on December 18 a Christmas
Play with a cast including Jacqueline Eagen,
Audrey Wheeler,
orman Walsh, Ke n net h
Smookler, Elaine Caplan, Pat Dougherty, Jim
Shinkar and Evelyn Yuzpe was performed. The
traditional presents were given by Santa Claus .
The Society concluded its oustanding performances with a programme held on April 17 under
the direction of Miss Mc eill. After singing an
Easter hymn the students heard Adrienne Brown
sing two lovely songs. Then orman W a 1 s h
entertained with his dummy. Grade 13 led in the
singing of "Easter Parade" . The Glee Club after
practising all year proved it was worth it in the
MY CAT
I have a little Persian cat
His name is Master Rusty.
He alway
it on his own mat
And often get quite dusty.
When dinner time i here at last
Anci the,, when dinner's over
· Along comes master pussy cat
And begs like Jim' dog, Rover.

presentation of "Prairie Song" and "The Lord's
Prayer". Sylvia Dubchuk played a delightful
piano solo. The highlight of the programme was
the "Four Flats and a Sharp" whose object was
the presentation of the .Barber Shop Quartette.
The Four Flats were Miss McNeill, Miss Dougherty, Mr. Ward and Mr. Riggs . The lone Sharp
was Miss Davis at the Piano. Their selection was
"Who Built the Ark". Another hymn closed
the programme.
Now, to-day, the Literary Society with the
advice of Miss Bondy, Miss Vrooman and Miss
Hope looks forward to producing a musical comedy at Victoria School Auditorium. It may be
safely said that the Kennedy Collegiate Literary
Society is one of the biggest, strongest and most
popular groups at Kennedy.

THE KENNEDY CAMERA CLUB
The Kennedy Camera Club started its year's
activities in October v.rith a meeting attended by
65 students and at which time Jim Lewis was
elected President, Bill Lukas Vice-President, and
Jean McAuslan Secretary.
This year's programme can easily be divided
in three parts, ( 1) Interesting students in Photography, (2) Making them better photographers
and (3) Teaching them to do their own work.
With that in mind, the executive had Mr.
Robert Doumochelle speak on "Air Force Photography" and a few weeks later, all members had
a chance to visit the Photography and Engraving
Department of The Windsor Daily Star.
The members took pictures of the school,
developed them and then sold them to the students, with the profits going to pay for the upkeep
of our "dark room".
.
At Kennedy C. I. a student is very fortunate
in being able to u e, free of charge all chemicals
and facilities of a. dark room.
The students owe a great deal to Mr. Brown of
the staff for his patient work and well given
advice to young amateur photographers.
When it is time to go to bed,
Our pussy runs away,
We often find him 'neath the bed
\\ here he"s allowed to stay.
I love my little Persian cat
He"s very dear to me
I would not part with my pet cat,
However large the fee.
D onna Dring.

For Distinctive Class Pins
~,~

__________l

See T h e F a m o u s

PARKER '' 5 I ''

PENS and PENCILS

.,_____

LIMITED

307 Ouellette
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Go By

GREYHOUND
and Sa1Je
Low Fares
Frequent Schedules
Liberal Stopover Privileges
PREFECTS
Nast&sia Sitar,

Mr.

Fox, John Theil

Windsor Depot

44 LONDON E.
ALTIORA PETO
Altiora Peto holds little meaning for a number
of student here in Kennedy. "For the benefit
of the First Formers" it hould be explained that
the Altiora Peto i the motto of our school, "I
seek higher thing ". This name has been given
to the able but obscure group of "artists" ,, ho
have been respon ible for the po ter adverti in°·
for the variou activities in the school. This year
above all others, has seen an exceptional display
of originality and skill in the posters made by thi
committee.
The committee con i ts of four
member from the forum and any other students
who are intere ted in this type of work. Thi.
year, the member from the forum are Ray Ryan,
Lois Blewett, Beverly Smith and ylvia Potter.
There are twenty other member from the student body. Mr. Ryan should al o hare in the honours of this group. He is re pon ible for getting
a number of the lower school students to join the
committee, and also he has helped considerably
in the di tribution of the posters to other schools.
In conclu ion, thanks hould be conveyed again
for the dilio-ence of the member of the Altiora
Peto Committee.
Sylvia Potter.

PHONE 4-7575

COMPLIMENTS OF THE

JO-ANNE SHOPPE
361 Ouellette Ave.

Phone 4-6244

Windsor, Ont.

International
Customs Brokers
Customs Brokers and F orwarding Agents
29 Park Street West

219 Park Building -

E. H. BLAIR

Windsor, Ontario
~-------P-h_o_n__e__3_-_74_3_7_ _ _ _ _ _

----
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Distinctive Apparel For Women

_1.___________
. _____

MAYFAIR
~_1___
1_a_~_i.1._-E_r._n_~_A_v.5_w◄
_~_:

______
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TOWN PLANNING

Pickering Drug Store
"Delivery Boys At Your Service"

Phone 4-6115
418-20 Tecumseh Road East

Opposite Guppy School
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

PURITY MEAT MARKET
& GROCERY
Cimer and Balazs

FRESH AND CURED MEATS
GROCERIES
Phone 3-0542
1482 Langlois Ave.
Windsor, Ontario

PALACE THEATRE
E. MERETSKY, Manager

Western Ontario's De Luxe Theatre
Temple of Refined Entertainment
and Education

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

COMPLIMENTS OF

NICHOLAS COAL Co. Ltd.
Tecumseh at Janette
Phone 4-5114

No matter how the students of Kennedy Collegiate insist that they are going to seek adventure from Reykjavik to Timbuctoo the fact
remains that the va t · majority will remain in
Windsor. From the town-planner's view-point,
living in Windsor will be a treat.
Gone will be the days of smoke-nuisance, narrow streeL, congested housing, inadequate parks,
traffic hazards and limited recreational facilities.
The smoke is not going to disappear, the streets
be widened, the housing improved, parks created,
traffic hazards eliminated and recreational facilities built by some over-night miracle. Oh no.
These thing will come about gradually by a
careful thirty year plan.
This plan will be carried through by legislation
(75 % ), private enterprise (15 % ), and municipal
expense (10 % ). The main part of the legislation
will deal with zoning. Zoning has a place for
everything and everything in its place. You
will no longer see one lone house squeezed between tv, o factories or one lone factory, looking
slightly incongruous, in the midst of a residential
district. The city's 10% will give us such needed
improvements as a widened Sandwich St., a grade
separation at Drouillard and the Es ex Terminal,
a City Hall, a Cultural Centre, including an art
gallery, library and auditorium, enlarged tunnel
.facilities and the rebuilding of blighted areas.
Town Planning is an exact science whose
object is to make a city the best possible place to
live for its citizens. Town Planning for \i\Tindsor
came about when a group of civic-minded citizens
including our own Miss
oonan, decided that
\i\1 indsor needed some improving. With initiative
they have presented us with a Master Plan which
the public viewed at Smith's Auditorium early
this winter. They know that Rome was not built
in a day and o the Plan will be working towards
a bigger and better Windsor for thirty years.
To. you they throw the torch. Be yours to hold
it high.
Hope Arnott.

*

*

*

The morning eggs were being prepared, and
the young soldier on K.P. duty wrote to his girl.
"Darling, as I it writing· this, shells are bursting
all around me."
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KENNEDY KRISS KROSS
Starting with the teacher's name given in the diagram fit the names of all the other
teachers into the blanks. There are 31 teacher ·.
Sidney Eisen, 12A.
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Smart New Clothes For the Young

R -t 't

-~~~--~~--~~~~~-~~-----i

Are Featured at

ST U A.RT' S

2
STORES

For sharp suits, sport jackets, trousers-finger tip and station wagon coats-new and
different furnishings-Windsor's young men know that Stuart's is the store.
"We Won't Let You Wear It Unless It Fits"

Ottawa Street at Gladstone

Ouellette at London Street

:
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EDITOR-Doug Turner
Reporters:
Football-Doug Turner
Senior Basketball-Carl Zalev
Soccer-Ray Truant
Junior Basketball-Ray Truant
Track-Mike Dietrich
·
Swimming-Gerald Bezaire
Hockey-Frank Kincaid

INTERCOLLEGIATE
Introduction
Kennedy's success in the world of sports was
indeed hot and cold this year. We salute the
Junior Boys' Basketball team who brought us
the W .S .S.A. championship and congratulate the
Senior Boys on their splendid showing while
overlooking the debauchle of our winless football
and hockey teams. The soccer team broke even
while it is too early yet to see the laurels won by
our swimming and track teams. Kennedy was
honoured by capturing a berth on the All-City
Football and Basketball teams.
FOOTBALL
"Clippers Clipped" was the headline that predominated in the sports pages so far as Kennedy's
football team, as well as hockey squad, were
concerned this year. The fellows were really
far better than the scores indicated though. In
nearly every game they were leading at half time
but with bad breaks and lack of experience, Dame
Fortune set them back in every game of the
schedule.
The team functioned best at the_beginning and
end of the season. The games they lost to the
power-packed Grads and then undefeated Raiders
(6-0) were undoubtedly their best efforts all
season. Kennedy should have beaten Patterson
but fumbles cost them that game (7-6). While
they didn't look too good in mid-season against
Walkerville (13-3), lowly Sandwich (11-8) and
the ultimate champions from Vocational (15-6),
they were seldom outplayed.
Despite the fact the team didn't click to win
games they still had outstanding players. Bob
Hladki made All-City "Middle" while many fellows carried the standard of "Mention". They
included Lee Brown, John Widdifield, Ed. Halllewick, Bill Saville, Sherwood McKay, John Thiel
and Henry Simola.
The first team consisted of Carl Zalev, Ian
Howie, Sherwood McKay, Bob Buckner and Jim
Spurgeon in the backfield; Henry Simola, snap;
Bill Saville, the team's captain; John Thiel, Bob
Hladki, Bill Light, Lee Brown and Ed. Hallewick
on the line.
The reserve strength was composed of Widdifield, Dietrich, vV right, Marley, Cock, Pillon,
Gladys, Campbell, Blair, Lewis, Moncur, Soper,
Fejes and Oksanen.
Appreciation is in order to Mr. Thomson on
whom fell the duties of coach.

TRACK AND FIELD-1945
In the W.S .S.A . track and field meet held at
our tracks on May 9, 1945 the combined efforts
of the junior, intermediate and senior boys
gathered 54 point to place fourth in inter-school
standing . The senior track men were Hunter
and Phibbs; Intermediates-Deneau, Oleksiuk,
Kindiak, Brovm and Simola; Juniors-Dietrich.
Mike Dietrich broke the junior boys broad jump
record with a leap of 17 feet 8 inches .
Six of our boys qualified to go to the W.O.S .S.A . track meet at London on May 28, 1945;
Phibbs, Hunter, Brown, Deneau, Oleksiuk and
Dietrich. The boys did very well in the meet
collecting 30 points.

Prospects, 1946
This year Mr. Liddell has been trammg many
boys since late March for the best track team
Kennedy has had in the past five or six years.
The- seniors strength lies in Sherwood McKay for
the sprints and John Lusk, Doug Turner and Ron
Marley in the distance races. The jumps will
probably feature Lee Brown, Hal 1eneghini and
Joe Szabo while Bill Flewelling will specialize in
the shot put, discus and javelin.
The power-packed Intermediate squad is composed of our W .S.S. A . record holder M i k e
Dietrich in the sprints and broad jump and W.O.S'.S.A. winner Carl Deneau in the distance
races aided by Ron Stephens, Paul Deneau and
Jim Tisdale.
There are many promising juniors and juveniles who are training diligently . Hopes are bright
for Kennedy in t_rack this year.

--····-,
Kennedy Students Receive
Special Attention
At

V ~!!s~E!R!Y
Sandwich at Ouellette

Ph. 2-239 1

"The Right Equipment For Every Sport"

TAlJB STUDIOS
Better Photography
----0-

461 Ouellette A venue
Windsor

3-4224
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SENIOR FOOTBALL TEAM
Front Row: Ed Halleiwick, Ian Howie, Jim Spurgeon, John Theil , Bill Saville (Captain),· Carl Zalev, Ron Marley,
Doug Cock.
Mid die Row: Ed Blair, Jack Soper, Julius Gladys, Henry Simola, Jack Wright, I lka Oksansen, Lee Brown ,
Bill Lewis.
Back Row: Bill Light, John Fejes, Mike Dietrich, Mr. M. Thomson (Coach), Bob Buckner , Neil Campbell ,
Sherwood McKay.
Absent are: Bob Hladki , Eddie Pillon, John Widdifield .

University Of Western 0ntario
1

LONDON -

CANADA

DEGREES-B.A., B.Sc., M.A., M.Sc., LL.B., M.D., etc
COURSES-General Arts, Home Economics, Secretarial, Teachers' Course, Theological Options, Business Administration, Languages, History, Mathematics, Philosophy and Psychology, Social Science, Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Electronics, Geology, Medicine and Nursing, Physical Education
and Athletics.
Seven affiliated colleges.
For further information concerning Matriculation requirements, credits, courses
of study, scholarships, loan funds, etc., etc., write
THE REGISTRAR.
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SENIOR BASKETBALL
This year's senior basketball team gave a better
account of itself than the first few games predicted . The first game saw our boys lose to
Assumption, the previous year's champions, by
the score of 26--15. In the next game the team
was defeated by St. J oseph's High School by the
score of 28--19. In these first two games the
team did not look too well. It was in their third
game against \Valkerville that they started to
open up. Mr. Chapman changed the defense
from man-to-man to zone. With "Little John"
Hagman at centre the team had W alkerville in
knots and was leading by the score of 12-4 at
quarter time. Shortly after, Hagman was removed from the game for roughing, and although
the boys played hard, they were unable to stop
Marchand who almost single-handedly defeated
Kennedy. At Vocational School on February 8,
our seniors ran wild again t the outclassed Rough
Riders who were baffled by our defense and unable to stop our offense. The team went on a
spree in the first quarter to run up a score of
15-4. The Clippers led all the way through and
won by the score of 33-24. This was the first
victory for a Kennedy senior squad this year.
The next game, ag'ainst Patterson, wa a thriller.
The game started slowly and Patterson scored
twice before our boys started to roll. By halftime we were leading by seven points. The team
kept up the pressure during the third quarter and
stalled during the fourth. However, in the fourth
quarter Patterson came within one point. The
crowd was in a frenzy, and with fi:ve seconds to
go there was a jump at the foul line in Kennedy's
half of the court. Harry Wade took the tip-off
and sank a one-hander too late . The whistle had
blown approximately half a second· before the ball
had left his hand. The final score was Kennedy
28, Patterson 27.
Final Bid
The seniors finished the regular season in great
style by defeating the Sandwich Spartans 34-29.
Coach George Pew, expecting an easy win,
started his second team, who had a four point
lead before the Clippers started to roll. The
Sandwich regulars were sent in but to no avail.
Our boys ran over the first team who were less
effective than the substitutes. By winning this
game, the senior gained a play-off position. Kennedy drew Assumption and Walkerville drew
Sandwich for the semi-finals. The KennedyAssumption game was played at the Vocational
gym. The strength of our team was a surprise
to the Assumption squad who had defeated us
earlier in the season. The Clippers were ahead
throughout the game, but Assumption foro-ed
within one point. With five econds to go Pat
Kennedy sank a foul shot for Assumption to tie
up the game, thus forcing a three minute overtime period. Assumption scored a field goal and
successfully stalled the remaining minutes. This
was the second time in two years that Kennedy
had been eliminated in the semi-finals by •As-

sumption on the Vocational floor. This year's
team was speedy and well balanced. If any one
player was outstanding, it was Ian Howie who
placed as guard on the 1946 All-City team. Carl
Zalev, John Hagman, Bill Alexander and Sherwood McKay all made "mention".
Bill Alexander, Sherwood McKay, Carl Zalev,
eil Campbell and John Mortimer are prospective graduates and probably will not be back next
year. This leaves Ian Howie, John Hagman and
Julius Gladys as the nucleus of next year' Senior
Clippers.
The team includes:

Carl Zalev :-Age 17. Height 5'10¼". Weight
165. Carl was captain of this year's senior squad.
At right guard, although slow of foot, he made
up for it by his cool play. He became famous
when he knocked a light out of the ceiling in the
W alkerville game.
Ian Howie :-Age 17. Height 6'2". Weight 150.
Ian was noted for his ability to knock down pivot
shots. He was a member of the starting team at
left guard. His skill won him a place on the AllCity team. Howie will be back next year to lead
our team to a possible championship .
Bill Alexander :--Age 18. Height 5'11". Weight
145. Fast and steady are the two words which
best describe Bill Alexander, the starting left
forward . His accurate shooting- marked him as
a constant threat to the opposing teams. Together with Sherwood McKav he formed a fastbreak combination that was hard to stop.
Sherwood McKay :-Age 18. Height 5'10".
Weight 155. Sherwood made an ex·c ellent showing his first year of inter-collegiate basketball.
His speed and trickiness enabled him to rack up
sixteen points in the Sandwich game for high
mark of the year . His con istency in scorino0
raised him to high scorer .for the team this year.
John Hagman :-'-Age 18. Height 6'4". Weight
170. His height enabled him to grab rebounds
from both baskets, and in this way he was a
most valuable asset to the team . His newly found
trick of dropping the ball through the rim marks
made him as one of the threats of next year's
team.
Julius Gladys :-Age 18. Height 6'. Weight 175.
A top-notch guard, his specialty is stopping fast
breaks. He is a good rebound man and has an
accurate corner shot. Returning next year, he
will probably rate as one of the team's high
scorers.
Jim Spurgeon :-Age 19. Height 6'. Weight 175.
Jim alternated both at guard and at forward because of his rebound abilities and speed. He is a
fair ball handler and has developed a 0o·ood hook
pivot shot.
Ted Mesiasz :-Age 18. Height 5'11". Weight
170. Ted also alternated at forward and guard.
He has a good corner shot and deadly one hand
shot from close in . His ability to fake and get
away a one hand shot accounted for most of
his points.
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Front Row, left to right: Ted Mesiasz, Bill Jamieson, Carl Zalev (Captain), Ian Howie, Jim Spurge.on.
Back Row: Mr. Chapman (Coach), Neil Campbell, Bill Alexander, Sherwood McKay, Julius Gladys, John
timer, John Hagman.

Mor-

You CAN Get a College Education in Windsor
at

ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
of

The University of Western Ontario
The essence of a university course consists in following a planned sequence of courses for three years
after Upper School or for four years if an honour course is taken. To obtain a B.A. degree, a student
must take several key courses and many elective ones, depending on . what he wishes to major in or
what profession or life's work he plans to follow.
The following courses ON THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL comprise the most popular pre-requisites
and options offered at Assumption College:
BOTANY
BIOLOGY
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
CHEMISTRY
CLASSICS (Latin and Greek)
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PRE-ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

FRENCH
GERMAN
HISTORY
LIBRARY SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PSYCHOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICS
RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE
SPANISH
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
C.O.T.C. MILITARY
TRAINING
ZOOLOGY

Many college credit subjects are offered in NIGHT SCHOOL, as well as a complete range of accelerated refresher High School subjects especially designed for Servicemen.

Discuss your vocational iAn;suit;;iso;th~Oi:~EGE Three-quarters a
of

Phone 3-6355

WIN_n_s_o_R_,_o_N_T_A_R_I_o_ _ _ _ _ _c_en t~=--o~--S-er_v....ic_e_ __
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Doug Cock :-Age 17. Height · 5'10". Weight
150. Doug should come in to his own next year.
He is a fast forward with a very accurate long
shot. His cool play accounts for his accuracy,
and this combination makes for a good basketball
player.
Bill Jamieson :-Age 17. Height 5'11". Weight
135. Bill rates as one of the best prospects in
the school. He has an accurate shot and is a good
floor player. With a little weight he will develop
into a first rate player.
John Mortimer :-Age 18. Height 5'11". Weight
150. John's accurate corner hot suited him well
in his position of forward. His lack of experience
was a handicap . With another year of play it is
very possible that he could have made first string.
Interform Basketball
The fifth forms led the Grades XI, XII, XIII
group all season, neither suffering a defeat to a
lower form. Grade 13A showed its supremacy
however in defeating 13B both times they met.
In the championship of the school 13A beat the
redhot 1 lA team of the lower school loop by a
small margin. The upper school champions were
John Mortimer,
eil Campbell, Ron Marley,
John Lusk, Bill Flewelling and Bille Saville.
Congratulations.

THIS IS BASKETBALL

MY GARDEN
Standi_ng in the garden
Looking at the flowers
Pride welled up within me
Knowing they were ours.
M. C.

*

*

*

Young and inexperienced father, gazing at triplets that the nurse had just brought in the room,
"We'll take the one in the middle."

J. Stuart McLerie Limited.
Automotive, Tractor and
Industrial Supplies

621 Goyeau Street at Wyandotte
~------W-i_n_d_s_o_r,_O____n...t...a_r_io_ _ _ _ _ _
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Top Left: Library Staff; Top Right: Glee Club; Centre: Interform School Champs; Bottom: Senior and
Junior Volleyball.
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JUNIOR BASKETBALL
As mentioned in the Keyhole, Kennedy was
slated to burn up "the youngsters' league". Although having suffered its initial defeat at the
hands of the Purple and White by the core of
24--13, the Clippers retaliated to trounce the hapless St. Joseph cagers 36---19. This game featured
a great passing combination by our team. Kennedy seemed to be stimulated by their first
victory and the following week engaged the undefeated Blue and White from 'vValkerville. After ~
some fast aggressive basketball the Kenned)
quintet eked out a 29-25 victory .
Kennedy's bid for the champion hip wa rudely
up set when our boys met their jinx the Tee.
Roughrider . Having started slov-. the boys were
downed by a determined Vocational team 28-25.
However, the following week our cagers played
host to our traditional rivals . Playing honest to
goodness ba ketball the Clippers took the lead
and were never headed. The ccore at the end of
the game, Kennedy 26, Patterson 15. With the
"eason record of 3 ·w ins and 2 los e , Kennedy
wound up the schedule by losing a heart-breaker
to the determined Sandwich club. The Sparttns
were behind 25-24 with 15 econds of the game
left when they scored. The final score 26---25
for Sandwich. Thi left no less than four team
tied and seeking the last two playoff berths.
City Playoffs
Our team drew a game with Vocational and
this time the Clippers made sure the upper hand
was theirs . They handily defeated the Roughriders avenging their rude upset in the quest for
the W.S .S .A . Championship. In the cemi-final,
two day later, our boys encountered the fastfading Walkerville five and repeated what it had
done earlier in the eason by wamping the Blue
and White by a 34--21 count. Assumption
handily won from Sandwich "hich et the stage
for the W .S.S .A. Championship game . Pla) ing
on a neutral floor our boys got off to a low tart
being down 11-2 in the fir t quarter. Finally
hitting their stride in the second quarter they
caught up all but 1 point at the half \\'ay mark.
The econd half found the game dominated by
some marvellous basket hootino- on the part of
out boys . They took the lead and were never
headed. Thus Kennedy \\'On another Junior
Basketball Championship-the first ince 1939.
J'he core of the game \\'as Kennedy 27,
sumption 20.
W.O.S.S.A. Playoffs
After intensiYe practice our cager played hosts
to Leamington winning a lop ided contest by the
score of 77-26. The inYasion of Leamington the
following week saw our fellm;vs walk away with
another Yictory. Thi was a better game than
the previous one, Kennedy winning by a 40--30
maro·in. Kennedy took the eries on tot a 1
points 117-56.
Because Samia had dropped out of the 'vV .0.-

S.S.A. race the team ,von a bye into the final
against London South. Playing at the H . Beal
Technical School the team wa unable to hit its
stride and suffered a di astrous defeat at the
hands of the London South quintet, (34--22).
The Kennedy Junior Clippers consisted of tall
experienced players. This and their con cientious,
hard working new coach , Mr. Young, who
brought us a champion hip with the first Ken nedy team he took under his wing, was largely
responsible for its successful season.
The players were Carl Deneau , Jim Tisdale, the
captain, Bill Wilson, Steve Beke and Ray
(Sh_o rt)) Truant on the starting ro ter, backed
up by such players as Ron Stephens, Keith Warner, Paul Deneau, Bob Ledgley, Mike Dietrich,
Bob Scoren and Vv7 aldimer Stefanzyck.
The cores of the games were: A 24, K 13;
K 36, St. J. 19; K 29, W 25; K 26, P 15 ; S 26,
K 25 ; V 28, K 25. The three leading scorers of
the season were: Carl Deneau with 98, Jim Tisdale with 75 and Steve Beke w ith 58. Thu ends
another chapter in Basketball hi tory.
Broad is the trnck the steamer takes
Over the wide open ea.
High are the waves of the windy lakes
Dear are the lakes to me,
Wide are the river too,
But the trail that winds to my heart
Is the trail of the little canoe.

A.J.

r
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Getting Back to

ormal

Our Post vVar Catalogue
ls In Course of Preparation
Get Your ame Placed
On Our Mailing List ow

MEDALS
TROPHIES
CRESTS
INSIGNIA JEWELLERY, Etc.

TROPHY CRAFT LTD.
102 Lombard Street

Toron~
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Front Rew , left to right:
Daniel Lesar.
Back Row: H. L. Ward

Bob Buckner,

HOCKEY TEAM
Lawrence Hicks, Harold

(Coach), Doug Worrell, Bob

Bill Ogle.
Absent: Ed. Blair, D. Strange , Tom

Meneghini,

Walter

Kindiak ,

Bob

Marshall,

Hladki , Norm Halltwick, Frank Kincaid , John Widdifield,

Ledgley, Neil Campbell , R. Rowles , F. Smith .

SENIOR HOCKEY
The standard bearers of the Blue-and-Gold in
the W.S.S.A. hockey league were a far cry from
the team which finished runner-up for the title
last year, but did not lack it's spirit.
Before the sea~on was ushered in, Kennedy
was tabled to fini h last in the league. The first
game pitted the determined, but inexperienced
Clippers against the experienced Tartans from
V\ alkerville, \Yho were slated to finic:.h fir t in the
league. It took V\ alken ille but 57 seconds to
ccore, and from then on were never head e d
scoring 5 more goal . \; ith Johnny Widdifield
and Bob Buckner thumping the Tartan around
the rink, everybody saw that the Clipper weren't
backing away from anyone.
The Kennedy quad next played the Purple
and White from A sumption, and lost by the
score of 4 to 0. The Clippers had yet to score a
goal in 2 games and blew quite a few golden
opportunities around the Assumption o·oal. orm
Hallewick played a stellar o·ame in o-oal and the
first line paced by Cai tain Bill Oo-le and Bob
( Crusher) Buckner never c1uit fio-hting till the
final bell.
Patterson Battle
The Clippers third o·ame again t their archrivals from Patterson was the key to the Clipper's

hope· of makino· the play-off . The Clipper
started out fast and held an early lead. Bob
Hladki, defenceman for the Kennedy six, v-.ra the
first to dent the· mesh for the fir t Clipper goal
cored in 3 games . Kennedy held this lead for
over half the game and then the roof fell in.Two
costly penalties coupled with a few bad break
co t the Clipper the game, with the final score
being 6 to 4.
Kennedy next played the strong Vocational
six, and had to win or face elimination. Kennedy
paced by Hal. Meneo·hini up front, and
orm
Halle,Yick in goal outplayed the Rough Riders
for the first two periods, and led by the score of
3 to 1, going into the third period. \ ocational
then cored two quick goals to tie th game. The
Clipper missed a couple of chance late in th
game, and with only a few minutes left Vocational rammed home a goal to finally \Yin 4 to 3.
The play wa in the Vocational zone when th e
game ended. The stars of the game for Kennedy
\\"ere Hal. Meneo·hini, Norm Hallewick who
sc1ntillated in goal, Bob Marshall and \Valt
Kindiak. Thi los ended the hockey campaign
for the Clippers with a record of four losses and
no w ins.
7

(Continued on Page 4-3)
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BO Y S ' SW I M MING TEAM
F r o nt R ow, l eft to riyht : W . Mccready, F . S mith, R. Buckner, W. Strange, G. Bezaire, 0 . Chanko, W. Bay,
J . Garant, R . For d , B . D eneau, F . T o wer s .
R ear Row: A . C. Lid d el l , R . Fo o te, H. Sim o la, J . S o per, T. Hillis, D. Leigh, G. Durham, E. Shuttleworth, F.
P e t er so n, M . Y o ung .

BOYS' SWIMMING
The boys w ho r eprese nted Kennedy in the W.S.S.A . Sw imming Meet w ere picked from the
winn ers in the Interform M eet . Thanks to the
teachers in charge, t he latter was run off sm oo thly and quickly . In this m eet O tto Cha nko w as
th e star of th e Junior Boys, tucking aw ay 18
points, w ith his n ear est riv al Jim Percy having
8. The Senior Boys' Comp etition was a g reat
d eal s tiffe r w ith J erry Bezaire coming out on
top w ith 13 points w hile Bob B uckner a nd Henry

Simola battled it out to a tie for second pla ce
w ith 12 points apiece.
The W.S .S .A . M eet h eld A pril 12 fo und Kenn edy in first place for Juni or B oys a nd in second
place fo r Senior Boys. A ltogeth er th e Boys'
Sw imming team amasse d 40 points fo r second
place w hile P atterson took fir st pla ce \i'irith 58.
Chanko w as runner-up for the Indi vidua l Junior
City honours, 2 points from th e t op m an. T h e
t ea m is to be cong ratulated for p utting on a good
s how .

Jewelry

The Young Crowds Like

China

di~

J E

w

E L L E R

Gifts!

•

B I R I( ' s

s

ELLIS-RYRIE

For Friendliness and Quick Service

Ouellette at Park

~•-·-·-------------"'--·---------------------------~--------------------

I

LEARN RADIO
Radio College of Canada has special course~ay, evening and home-study- to help qualify you for
well paid jobs in Electricity and Radio. 11 you are 16½ years o!J, or m ore, with at l:::ast 2 years High
School, we strongly advise you to get full details NOW--of course without ob1igation. Consult your
parents or school adviser, if you wish, then write for free, illustrated literature.

WIRELESS OPERATBNG

RADIO TECHNOLOGY

MODERN ELECTRICITY

Be a W ireless Operator, afloat
or ashor e. See the world with
Merchant Marine, Air Lines and
Govt. Devts. or Radio Stations.

Radio Technicians do research,
tes ting, maintenance and inspection of radio equipment for
all manufacturers.

,var - time d evelopments have
opened many entirely new fields
fo r good jobs.
A liking for
mathematics is a help in this
course.

RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA

54 BLOOR ST. W., TORONTO

j
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BOYS' SOCCER TEAM
Back Row , left to right: Mr. Gilbert, Jack Patterson, Harold MeneQhini, Bill Ogle, Jim Fleming,
Tom Ledgley , Mr. Mahon.
Front Row: Ray Truant, John Fejes, John Lusk , Don Flewelling, Doug Turner
(Captain), John

Ed

Swartz,

Sza~z ,

Bill

Laugh land.

SOCCER
The Kennedy Clippers' Soccer team had a
successful season thi year. Starting dow lo ing
it first two games to Walkervi lle ( 4-1) and its
traditional rival Patter on ( 5-2) it came to life
and made a real bid for the championship. The
Clippers handily defeated the new entry Edith
Cavell (5-1) and romped over Vocational
(4-0) .
With the Blue and Go ld' record at two w ins
and two losses v.r ith the season half gone Kennedy played host to the undefeated Tartans. Our
red-hot club played heads up occer with the
ultimate champ as the fir t half ended 0-0. In
the second half Walkerville broke the ice but our
boys quickly retaliated and forged ahead in the
last 3 minute to w in (2-1). It might be mentioned that this was the only loss suffered by the
W.O.S.S.A . champs in their ten games.
The following Tuesday at Jackson Park the
econd game with the Panthers found Kennedy
coming out on the short end of a close, bitterly
fotwht 2-1 decision. O ur fellow played the
rest of the eason in shining style but were not
eligible for the playoffs, finishing third in the
league.
The team wa captained by Doug Turner who,
combined with his fellow full-back Jack Patterson and goali e Don Flewelling, created a stellar
defence. The half back posts were filled by John
Sza z, John Feje , John Lusk, Joe Szabo and Ed

Swartz.
These work-horses were con tantly
threatening the offence and bolstering the defence. The forward lin e, one of the best in the
league was spear-headed by Bill Oo-le at centre,
Bill ~ lexander and Ray Truant at the inside
positi ons and peedy Hal Meneghini and Jim
Flem ing at the wing position . Ogle ,, a the top
scorer with Truant, Alexander and Fleming close
behind him.
The ever-essential alternates comprised Ledg ley, Laughland, Kuran, Grundy, Tisdale and
Mortimer. And the last but not lea t remain the
coach Mr. Mahon, aided by Mr. Day, who piloted
us to our laurel .

A. W. SPURGEON
I Repair Any Make of Camera
Develop ing - Printino· - Enlarging
Action Photo Blown p
I B uy Any Old Camera
Clear Cut Photos

2206 Parkwood Avenue

3-4769

t

t

l

I
j
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HOUSE LEAGUE FOOTBALL
A great deal of interest was shown in interform
football this year. Conducted hy fr. Young and
Bill Saville, two divisions were formed-those
over 135 pounds and those under. The highlight
of the year was when an All-Star team played the
Seniors. Although the seniors won by a few
touchdowns-their only game all season-the
All-Stars gave them a good battle. The All-Stars
were comprised of Brandy, Richards, Kuran,
Worrel, Berl, Swartz, Angelako , Clifford, Tisdale, Mortimer, Smith, Hicks, Ferris, Peterson,
Kemp, Flewelling, Carl and Paul Deneau and a
few others .
Earl Brandy's team won the final in the heavyweight division by defeating Jim Angelakos'
team 7-0. The champions were Brandy, Percy,
Worrel, Richards and Turner in the back field
and Kuran, Grundy, Essery, Moscal, Brady,
Watkins, Sullivan and Berl on the line.
The laurels were pretty evenly split in the
under 135 pound division between Philipchuck's
team with Cooper and Jamieson and Chanko's
starring Ryan and Bezaire. Not only did the
boys derive a great deal of enjoyment out of these
games but they learned much valuable experience
which will help them become Kennedy's stars of
to-morrow.
Sporting Shorts
Another Kennedy activity was golf. The teachers took first place while the boys Bill \Vilson,
Bob and Bill Maynard and
orm Spence took
third.
Mr. Ward ran a tennis tournament in which
Hal Meneghini wound up best.
N.B.-Extra
The Westminster Bible Class team which won
the Junior Ontario Basketball Championship in
Toronto and came back to Windsor to take the
Canadian Championship from Montreal was
starred by our own All-City Ian Howie and John
Hagman , Bill Alexander, I eil Campbell and
graduate Charlie Kouvelas. Congratulations to
these champs also.
Before writing the end to another chapter in
Kennedy Sports, I would like to pick my dozen
stars of the year:
Ian Howie-Football, basketball (All-City)
Bob Hladki-Hockey, football (All-City}.:.
Sherwood McKay-Football, basketball," track
Bob Buckner-Football, hockey, swimm1·ng, track
Bill Ogle-Hockey, soccer
Henry Simola-Football, swimming, track
Carl Deneau-Basketball, track, football .
Mike Dietrich-Track, football, basketball .
Carl Zalev-Football, basketball
·
·
Lee Brown-Football, track
Bill Alexander-Basketball, occer
Ray Truant-Basketball, soccer
Editor's Note :-The view_s an_d · opinions expressed by the Sports Editor are entirely his own
and are not endorsed by the Staff.

Hockey (Continued from Page 40)

Our New Coach
This year our new coach, Mr. Ward, took over
the team and our thanks go to him . Although
the team lost all of it's games, it still fought and
worked hard all year. The team was made up
of Captain Bill Ogle, Bob Buckner, Bob Hladki,
John Widdifield, Frank Kincaid, Bob Marshall,
Ed Blair, Norm Hallewick and Ledgely, \Vorrell,
Kindiak, Lesar, Rowles, Hicks, Meneghini, Smith
and Campbell.

THE KENNEDY RECORD CLUB
The R cord Club, under the able guidance of
Miss McN eill and with Kenneth Smookler as
President and Norman Walsh as Vice-President,
meets every Thursday at 3 :45. The records
played are chosen by the members of the club or
by the guests. It is one of the newest clubs out
and has already made itself well known . Recently
an enjoyable afternoon was had at which time
Danny Kaye was presented to the club in the
form of records. The club plans to increase its
membership and hopes to make it enjoyable
for all.

COMPLIMENTS

ABBEY GR~4.Y
LIMITED

Chrysler-Plymouth-Fargo
Distributors

649 Ouellette

!

.,.________
P_ho_n_e_4-_1_1_7_1_ _ _ _ _
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Qtluaa Nrwa

THE RIME OF THE THIRTEENTH GRADE
Listen, my children, and you shall hear
Of the original creatures that we have here;
We see them all most every day
Except Ken Murdock who's always away.
We're all getting worried over President Saville,
His sixth term's over and he must travel.
And Ronald farley, Einstein's nemesis,
Vv' e're sure he's writing a chemical thesis.
Fred Astaire better look to his laurels
For at our class party there were no quarrels,
As to whether or not Astaire was done,
Bill Alexander's the favoured one.
And Julius Gladys, in joy or in trial
Flashes his dazzling Pepsodent smile.
Evelyn Humphries has a wonderful time
In oratoricals she surely would shine.
Doug Turner's hair gets blonder each day,
And honest, he doesn't bleach it that way.
Then there's Doug's steady-Ruttle, Joanne,
She's cute and we know she has quite a few fans.
And Shirley Thompson for a scholarship trying
And Winnifred Leal for Harold is sighing.
We get a big kick out of Mortimer's ties
But we gotta admit that they're hard on the eyes.
Sweet Peggy Turton, our vice-president, you see,
Whenever we hear her she's laughing with glee.
And he of the shoulders, Flewelling by name,
Is going to add to the U. of D's fame.
Also we have the head prefects, two,
Nastasia and John lead an excellent crew.
"Oh there's no place like London", sings Beverly
Smith.
"Tillsonburg's better". Lusk answers forthwith.
And Pearl Thomson's tan, legpaint it is not,
She got it down South where the weather is hot.
Chemistry was dropped by one Sherwood McKay
And therefore his happiness increases each day.
Eight girls in our class will be happy we bet.
\iVhen at Audrey's cottage exams they forget.
Josie La Rosa six years has been here
But she won't be back again next year we fear.
\iVilla and Lawrence, a cute pair are they
We got a feeling they'll be married some day.
Joan Pollock has moved to Memorial Park.
She's afraid of the wolves 'cause out there its
quite dark.
Margaret Steele has been sick, but we're happy
to say,
That she's back once again in dear 13A.
Jim Graves and Peterson sit there and talk;
To our OvYn Mr. Fox they're a very great shock.
Rosemary Johnstone goes steady with Laramie,
Her theme ~ong is "Back · to · Kingsville Please
Carry Me".
Grace Harris and Jenny, ·good friends are they
The blight of their lives is their Latin each day.
We have fat ones, and short ones, and thin ones
and tall,

And in spite of their faces, we love them all.
The time that was wasted in writing this trash
Vv as taken from our fine little Algebra clash,
(ouch!)
J ack Ryan.
Ed Hallewick and Carl Zalev would like to
. thank Mr. Ryan for escorting them to the gym
to hear the girls' oratorical contest. The afternoon proved to be very interesting. Ah Tillsonburg !

*

*

*

Our Cadets will have a dance this year,
And Mr. Mahon will attend
In all the pomp and splendor
He has at his command.
He will dance with all the pretty girls
And laugh and act to gay
And be so nice and generous
Until the next school day.

* * *
Barbara's blue eyes
Aren't on any guys from K .C.I.
But on a guy with looks to kill.
He's a guy from Walkerville !

OUR STUDIOUS BOYS
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CLASS NEWS (Cont'd)
"WHAT'S lOE GOT?"
We've got David but no Goliath,
We've got Harry but no Kari,
\Ve've got Irwin but no Berlin,
We've got Sih er but no Gold,
We've got Ford but no Union,
We've got Willie but no Weeper,
We've got Jack but no Benny,
We've got Bill but no Cheque,
We've got Meretsky but no Gitlin,
We've got Walter but no Winchell,
We've got Mortimer but no Snerd,
We've got F rankie but no Voice,
We've got Allen but no Young,
We've got Tommy but no Dor~ey,
We've got Rose but no Flowers,
We've got Stanley but no Tools,
We've got Paul but no Whiteman
We've got Barnum but no Bailey,
We've got Service but it's no good.

A DEPENDABLE STORE

13A\.P(;
Bartlet-. Macdonel«t

~i.O!

To the College Crowd
To be sure you're wearing the latest college
clothes that are "right"
come to B M and G's
see the la test fashions
for young men a n d
women.

Don Hemp le : "I'm thinking of having my voice
cultivated."
Walter Koch: "I'd recommend having it
ploughed under."

*

*

*

Jean Saville says Max Webb is a good dancer.
Then why did Jean come to chool after the KHop w ith bedroom slipp ers on?

*

*

Bartlet Macdonald & Gow Ltd.

*

We wonde r if Willa and Lawrence know about
the dangerous currents in the Detroit River? We
hop e they don 1 t lose any of those toy boats they
sai l at Reaume Park on Friday nites.

-

*

*

*

We wonder what Mr. Knapp and Joe Szabo
wo uld talk about if they had never been to Paris.

~'

*

Callin the

*

THORP-HAM BROCK Man.

Who is the girl Bill Renaud is writing to of
late? Recently he asked Paul Deneau how to
sign his letter. Shall we tell him.

*

He's a Specialist I

*

THORP - HAMB ROCK
CO. LIMITED

Shirley Simmons, runner-up in the W .O .S.S.A.
senior girls oratoricals, really made a hit with
the Grade 13 boys . The boys would like to thank
Mr. Gilbert for introducing her to them.

*

*

*

Oh dear! We've only one eligible boy m our
class now. Ted informs us that he goes steady
with a girl in Hamilton.
* * *
Cop: "What's the idea of parking right in front
<1 the fire hyd rant ?"
Bev. Levenson: "\Vby, the sign said "Fine
for Parking".

*

*

444 Hanna East

*

Pete Boyer: "I never saw a picture of an angel
with a beard or a moustache. Don't men ever
go to heaven?"
Edith Stenman: "Sure, bnt it' a lways by a
close shave."

* * *
Who goes there?

Guard: "Halt!
Jim Fraser: "Aw, you wouldn't know me, I
just got here to-day."

'••

''

I
•

i

I.....
'-

Manufacturers in Canada
Of

DITZ-LAC LACQUERS
DETZCO ENAMELS
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CLASS NEWS (Cont'd)
Mr. Riggs: "Lot was warned to take his wife
and child and flee out of the city so Lot and his
wife and child got safely away."
Jack Soper : "What happened to the flea?"

*

*

*

Teacher : "The . entence, "My father had money", is in the past tense. What would you be
using if you said, "My father has money."
Pupil : "PRETE SE!"

*

*

*

Rita and Huey (Fred W.) eem to be hitting
it off quite well. During the exams Huey parked
his books in Rita's locker. Could it be a blooming
love affair or is your locker too far away?

*

*

*

Mr. Brown: "I have a family of five and
Charlie : "Don't boast Mr. Brown.

*

*

*

Elsie Parkoma's favourite aying "Jack 1s so
Wright".
*
* *
Mr. Liddell : "A warehouse storing five hundred barrels of apples, burnt to the o-round. All
that was left \;"\ra the foundation and a pp 1 e
sauce."
-,* *
Henry Simola: "I'd like to get a book."
Miss Bondy: "Something light or heavy?"
Hank: "Doesn't matter, I have my car outside."

*

*

*

Mis Vrooman: "Audrey, reduce this fraction
please".
Audrey Humphries (blushing) : "Oh, I couldn't
it's an improper fraction".

*

*

*

Women can keep secret · as well as men, it's
just that it take more women .

*

,f{

*

Can anyone tell us why Pat Barnum and Bob
Ledgley sit together during Library period- ot
that we're inquisitive-but???

*

*

Can You Imagine
Walter Kindiak a handsome movie star,
Or Arnold Lindquist playing a guitar?
Marilyn
ewbold breaktng a rule;
Mary Lou Venney ever· at school;
Donna O'neil with long blond curls;
Handsome Crowder snubbing the girls.
Jo-Anne Beger being a brat,
Or Harry Pickthall short and fat,
Helen Wills without her grin.
Or Eugenia Kapstiack long and thin,
A crazier kid than our "Red Willie".
Or Lois Peterson perfectly silly,
Bill Lucas a man of his rights,
And Martin Beres spooning at nights,
A harper kid than Jacky Wright;
Or a tupid laugh not coming from "Knight".
A better pair of jitterbug than Faga and Fay.
Or Flash Jack a h with nothing to say.
Our president Jean not into some business,
Gordon Monk not being so golden
Or a happier kid than our Jeannie Holden,
Ruth Turner talking slow.
Or Catharine Steer without some beaux.
Lois Greaves without her Jack,
Or Betty McAuslan without a nack.
Walter Prince not acting right
Or Be, erly Levenson seeing the light .
Mary Cardwell not acting coy
Or Ian Howie a serious boy.
Bob Little not being dumb .
Ann Fraser asleep and chewing gum .
Yes this is the cla s of 12B.
If there's anyone missing don't blame me .
My story told, I'll go my way,
And leave 12B till another day.

*

Emma Blair and Jim Tisdale hould be quite
used to the scenery in Jackson Park lately. Why
what else would they be doing over there nearly
every noon-hour-We wonder!

COMPLIME TS' OF

ri Greenway's Clothes Shop
M en's and Young Men' s
Clot hing and Furnishings

I

176 Ouellette A venue
Windsor, Ont.
( Opposite Post Office)

Down Through the Ages
T he ambition of every young lady to
ow n a Cedar Chest is traditional ; with
hope an d the supreme confidence of
youth, she carefully gathers her trousseau and fills her Hope Chest.

BAUM & BRODY
FERRY A N D CHATHA M
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CLASS NEWS (Cont'd)
Peggy Turton: "I failed every exam b u t
French".
Bill Saville: "How come yo u didn't fail that?"
Peggy: "I don't take French".

*

*

r

Scott McHale Shoes
For Students

*

•

"Shy boy?" Jack Paterson has many intere t · .
His latest is ballet dancing with Dot Onttinen.

*

*

*

IMPERIAL SHOES

Mr. Riggs ( demonstrating bad sentence structure to 13A) : "On opening the door, the bird flew
out. Must have been a pretty smart bird."
Al. Grundy: "Maybe it was a jail-bird."

*

421 Ouellette Avenue

*

Mother: "J unior,what do yo u mean by feeding
baby that yeast?"
Junior: "She swallowed my dime ancl, I'm just
trying to raise the dough."

*

*

Buy a plough
Or a rake for the leaves,
But buy all your hardware

*

at G. C.

Jean: "Do you know, honey, if I had to do it
all over again, who I'd marry?"
Jim: " o, who?"
Jean: "You, of course."
Jim: "That's what you think."

*

*

*

2187 Howard Avenue

CO 1PLIME TS OF

Diamond Coal Company

i 1593 Lincoln Road

*

*

*

*

COULTER'S

*

The scene takes place in a theatre.
Nancy: "Bill, yo u really houldn't have kissed
me like that with all these people around."
Bill: "I didn't kiss you. I only wish I kn ew
who did , I'd teach him."
ancy dreamily : "You couldn't teach him
anything Bill."

SCOUT RADIO

I

*

*

Spalding Sporting Goods
Photographic Copies
Passport Photos

459 Ouellette

*

Mr. Cook: "Didn't I see yo u kiss that boy yo u
dated la t night?"
Evelyn: "He feebl y attempted to kiss me, and
mother told me I should always help th e feeble."

Phone 3-4442

Famous

C.C.M. BICYCLES

*

"At any rate," said the auctioneer, "mine is a
business that a woman can't take up."
"Nonsense" put in the strong-minded lady, "A
woman would make just as good an auctioneer
as any 1nan."
"Would she", retorted the other. "Well yo u try
and imagine an unmarried lady standino· up before a crowd and saying: "Now gentlemen, all I
want is an off er !"

Phone 4-4391

Windsor, Ontario

Sugar: "It's alright Dave, my dog won't bite
you ."
Dave: " I know, I thought he was going to
kick me."

*

Phone 3-3452

*

"Doctor", said the patient, "I'm afraid my wife
is going crazy."
"What seems to be wrong?" asked the doc.
"She wants to buy a goat."
"Let her buy the goat."
"But he ,va nts to keep it in th e house."
"Well, let her keep it in th e house."
"But a goat smells."
"Then open the windows."
"What! and let all my pigeon out?"

*

GREAVES

For Boys and Girls
at

•

CHERNIAl('S

:

Sandwich at Goyeau

.:

Phone 4-1145

•
•

•
i
i0

•

.:
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"My School"
Others may boa t about their school
Of the wonderful thing they do,
But I'll tick up for Kennedy
And always be loyal and true.

CLASS NEWS (Cont'd)
THE GOOD OLD DAYS
In the good old days there were no automobiles,
typewriters or nylons. Women wore hoop- kirts,
cotton tockings, high buttoned shoes, frilled
cotton drawers. They did the cleanino-, washing,
ironing, raised big familie , went to church on
Sunday, were too busy to be ick.
Men wore whisker , square hats, flannel underwear, chopped wood for exercise, rode bicycles,
bathed once a week, drank milk, didn't have to
talk, got to keep a dollar when they made it,
lived to a ripe old age.
To-day there are automobiles b ut no t i re ,
trains but no space, typewriters but no paper,
nylon but no ho e.
Women wear no stockings, a n ounce of und erwear, dye their hair, moke, paint, play bridge,
drive cars, have pet dogs, go in for politics .
Men have high blood pressure, ulcer , wear no
hat , have little hair, play golf, bathe twice a day,
drink poi on, talk too much, never go to bed the
same day they get up, play at work, work at play,
think they are mi understood, have to make ten
dollars to keep one, and die youno·.
Jack Ryan.

I'll bear your banner proudly,
And never let you down,
For I and many other know,
Yo u're the best school in town.
When I travel down the road of life,
My thought will go back to you,
To the many wonderful time I hadTo the disappointment too!

11c,

*
Average Girl's Night Shift
I'll never get my housework done,
It' midnight and I've ju t begun.
Of course, it had to be po tp oned,
When certain parties telephoned.
Then too, I simply couldn't cope,
V\ ith Ancient H istory and Bob Hope.
nd by the time that Bob wa through,
I had my hair and nails to do.
Oh, evening dutie are o myriad,
I thank my stars for Study Period!

r Windsor Home Furlliture Co. Ltd.

*

*

*

The Motto of l0E
Some girls may be gay in a little coupe.
In a taxi th ey may be jolly .
But the g irl ~ orth whi le,
Is the girl who can smile,
When yo u're taking h er home on the trolley.

Complete Home Electrical Appliances

101 Pitt Street East

* * *

WINDSOR, ONT.

"THE KENNEDY COLLEGIATE
CHESS CLUB"
The Chess Club was formed in the latter part
of December of 1945 under the leadership of Mr.
Laframboi e. At that tim e approximately 25
tud ents and 3 teacher entered the tournament.
The player were paired off, one against t h e
other in a " udden-death" elimination contest .
~ ow it is already cut down t o approximately
16 with the three teacher , fr . B i hop, Mr. Ward
and
r. Laframboi e till in.
The championship playoffs will probably be
over wit hin a week aft er Easter.

l(AHN'S YARD G-OODS

•
453 Ouellette Avenue

Windsor

FRED STRUCl(ETT
OPTOMETRIST-OPTICIAN
Eyes Examined

Glasses Fitted

I
I

Na;ure's Most Perfect Food

l

MILK

I

for
320 Ouellette A venue

Windsor, Ontario

Phone 3-.6763

Better Health

I~-------·-------------
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He: "l suppose you dance."
She : "Oh, yes, I love to."
He: "Swell, that's better than dancing."

*

*

*

He : "It's funny how one's thoughts keep pace
with the weather."
She: "Yes, it certainly i a raw night outside."
* * *
Gently, he pushed her quivering shoulders
back against the chair. She raised beseeching
eyes in which faint hope and fear were struggling.
From her parted lip , the breath came in short,
wrenching gasps. Reassuringly, he smiled at her.
BZZZZZZZ went the dentist's drill .

*

*

*

He o·azed admiringly at the beautiful dress of
the leading chorine. "Who made her dress?" he
a 3ked his corn panion.
"I'm not sure, but I think it was the police."

*

*

*

Funeral director to aged mourner : "How old
are you?"
"I'll be 98 next month."
"Hardly worth going home, is it?"

*

*

*

Sailor: "vVhat would you do if I kissed you on
the forehead?"
Girl : "I'd call you down."

*

*

Betty : "He's always a perfect gentleman when
he's with me."
Joan : "He bore me too."
An optimi -t is a guy whose 0 -lass is half full.
A pe simist is a o·uy who e glass is half empty.
*
*
Overheard during a conversation.
Mac: "Do you neck?" ~·
Bey: "That's my busines: __ ,,
l\Iac : "Oh, a professional."

A newly created papa received the glad tidings
in a telegram: "Hazel gave birth to a girl this
morning, both doing wel l." On the message was
a sticker reading: "When you want ·a boy call
Western Union ."

*

*

She wa only the welder's daughter but she
had acetylene legs.

*

*

*

ews flash: "Young girl 111 court wears she's
never been kissed ."
That's enough to make any girl swear.
.1..

*

*

*

A sailor and his girl were riding out in the
country on horseback. As th ey stopped for a rest,
the two horses rubbed necks affectionately.
"Ah, me" said the sailor , "that's what I'd like
to do."
"Well, go ahead," ansv.rered the girl, "it's your
horse."

*

*

*

Jim : "Is this ice cream pure?"
Jill : "As pure as the girl of you r clre_ams ."
Jim : "Give me a package of cigarettes."

*

*

*

"It's the little thino·s of life that tell", aid
Jo-Anne a she dragged her kid brother out from
underneath the sofa.

*

*

*

Wifey : "I was a fool when I married you."
Hubby: "Yes, but I was so infatuated with you
that I didn't even notice it."

*

*

"How did you get along with your \;1,rife in that
fight the other night?"
"Why, she came crawlino· to me on her knees."
"Yeah, what did she ay ?"
"Come out from under that bed, you worm."

*

* *

A fool and his money are easily parted! What
we'd like to know is how they ever o-ot together.
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I think that I shall never see,
A dog that doesn't love a tree.
::I::
*
*
Eddie: "We certainly had a ,vonderful time la t
night for ten cents."
Bessie : "Yes, it was fun wasn't it. I wonder
what my little brother did with it?"
* * *
Irate diner : "\Vaiter, it's more than hventy
minutes since I ordered that turtle soup."
Waiter: "Well; you know how slow turtle are,
sir. Would rabbit tew be more convenient?"
* *
Guest: "Waiter, thi soup tastes like dish·w ater."
Waiter: "Well, now, ,vhat little birdie told
you that?"
Guest: "A little swallow, you dope."
* * *
"Bill recommended I go to that new restaurant
for some good roast beef."
"Well?"
"It sure was a bum steer."

*

*

Lord's Shoe Store

r

I

ARTONA STUDIOS
Josephine A. Smith, F.R.P.S.

Portraits

•

*

GRAYSON JEWELLERS
Quality Jewellry
Diamonds and Watches

Tramp: "Lady, I am famished."
Woman: "You poor fellow, here' a penny.
How did you fall so low?"
Tramp:
"I had your fault.
I was too
extravagant."

•

*

Lang's Shoe Store
Quality Shoes for All the Family

*

"You say that B ill Clifford plays the piano
just like Sugar Chile Robinson."
"Yep ! He uses two hands too."

*

*

JACK LANG

*

The modern dance has developed
bound

111

leaps and

Phone 4-2876

Norton Palmer
Barber Shop

►
~

"WHERE BETTER SERVICE COSTS
NO MORE"
Latest Sterilizing Equipment
Entrance Off Main Arcade and Pelissier St.
MA ICURIST I" ATTE DA ICE

r►~S-e_r_v-ic_e_I

924 Ottawa Street

COMPLIMENTS OF

DIANE
I
!

l

Shoes For the Family

i

In The Border Cities

____C.
O_u...D. STEVENSON,
___s_S_e_co_n_d_T_o
__N_on-e·----~•i
Proprietor

---

3-9811

973 Ottawa Street

*

Customer:
"This must be an incubator
chicken."
Waiter: "What makes you think that, Sir?"
Customer: "Because no chicken with a mother
could be as tough a that."

*

3-9345

1616 Ouellette Avenue

*

*

Windsor

577 Ouellette

l---------------.-------------·-----------►-►------

"Yes, Sir, this is the most up-to-date restaurant
in town. Everything is cooked by electricity."
"In that ca<::e, would you mind giving t h i s
steak another shock?"
* *
"We have everything on the menu to-day, sir",
said the waitress .
"So I see," replied the glum customer, "How
about a clean one."

*

High Style, High Quality
Ladies' Exclusive Footwear

I.

2 Great
Stores

St.11

Ouellette Ave. at Park
. .Ottawa St. at Gladstone

52
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Con ductor : "Can't yo u s ee th at sign "No
Smoking !"
Sailor : "Sure mate, but there ar e so many
loon ey ig ns around h er e. Look at that o n e
"Wear Sn appy Corset s." So w hy should I pay
any attention to t h em."

*

*

~---■■---- ..

FOR

r QUALITY FURS

*

It's

And t hen the r e's th e st ory of the drunk w ho
wh ile walking a long th e street w as t old by an
officer that h e was walking w ith one foo t in th e
o·utter.
"Thank good n ~ss" cri ed t he drunk, "I thoug ht
I was a cripp le."

r

L. P. LAZARE & CO.
498 Ouellette Ave.

Phone 3-2418

-------------!

Headquarters For

A. WHITLEY LIMITED

Campus Footwear

Royal Typewriters and Office
Equipment of All Kinds

-0-

~

.

86 Chatham St. W.

SANOR.A

Phone 4-2545

Windsor, Ontario

435 Ouellette Avenue

CO M PLI M ENTS

Suddick and Helmer

Baird's Meat Market

RADIO SPECIALISTS

Pa t , Present, a nd Future StudentsEvery Success
2211 Howard

1485 Dufferin at Shepherd
Phone 4-6010

Phone 3-8521

Res: 4-1041

We Deliver

-.. -. -- -'

O'NEILL BUSINESS COLLEGE
Where You Learn To Do By Doing

I

• •0
•

•
IMPERIAL BANK BUILDING
44 London Street West

Phone 3-8202

I
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COMPLIMENTS OF

GALBRAITH

Ros-Ann

My Florist
Complete Floral Service

SHOP
Sportswear .. Coats .. Suits .. Dresses .. Furs
FUR STORAGE

3-3333 or 4-4444

559 Ouellette A venue

612 Ouellette Avenue, Windsor

Phone 4-8102
Ontario

Windsor

COMPLIMENTS
COMPLIMENTS

OF

OF

MARIO'S RESTAURANT
Good Food

Corner Windsor at Shepherd
2105 Ouellette

583 Ouellette

Windsor Truck & Storage

--------------COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS OF -

H. GRAY LTD.

H. W. Ormerod & Co. Ltd.

OTTAWA ST.

Insurance Adjusters

•

Phone 4-3203 SHOES

CLOTHING

Howell & l{nowlton

4-3204

609-610 Guaranty Trust Bldg. -

Windsor

Prudential Life of London, England
806 Guaranty Trust Bldg., Windsor
REPRESENTATIVES:
Stanley B. Brown; Earl W. Elgee, C.L.U.;
Frank B. Walton; Walter P. Fuller, C.L.U.;
John Dell; Mrs. Olive Jane Oliver; William Sanford; Ted De Muy; J. Adelson
Gobert; Frank E. Hatton.

181 Ouellette Avenue

WINDSOR

PERCY P. McCALLUM, BRANCH MANAGER

COMPLIMENTS

VISIT . . . .

HEINTZMAN'S

Royal Windsor Garage

New Record Dept.
"\,Vhere the Latest Arrives First"

MERCURY LINCOLN CAR
MERCURY TRUCKS

Shop at

Sales with Service

HEINTZMAN'S
Cor. Ouellette and London

3-4649

, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NOBLE DUFF
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PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS WHO MADE THIS YEAR BOOK POSSIBLE

'"INTED BY THE WINDS,,...
vn DAILY STAR....,

